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Get your hands an up to $100 worth of SEryMinder reports. 
Ehat makes one company's site stickier than the next? Content, ket just more content, but  distinctibre and relevant csntsnt; 
Northern Light proaides custom search so[u%j~ns  that do exactly that. Offering customers uafriable information %ram auihnr- 
itatiue sources. Offering empjoyees and partners access to  rnuitipie databases: industry narusmires: an6 trade jaumais. i t ' s  
aB1 % h u t  elellueril~g urganiz~d, raIe~ant  information at the moment users need If - right nnw. We'ue 8lready prouidad such 
solutions for companies IHks fidelity Inues%ments; Rgilenf YechnoEagies, barnesandnoble.com, West Grerug, Fcrkma: a ~ d  
Student Rduantage. So call Northern Light 8% I-8BQ-884-6535, We311 not snly gisre yau 
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wflon: Creating She Giobai l-lbrxy of Sfla: Futuur- 
eral Conference convened in Jerusalem, Israei, Augast 13-28, 2300. 
Although not as iarge as IFLA conferences he!d in Europe and North Anrerica, a successf~l 
final registration number of over 1,800 was reached from ninety-three counties. SLA was 
an exhibitor a t  the conference, and was met with great interest by a ~ w n b e r  of attendees. 
David Bender shares his experience, 
Buriiness PIans: Waad~wagc fw Gravcth & SUCE~SS 
Contrary t o  popuiar belief, business plans are not just for corporations, entrepreneurs, 
conslrltants or new start-ups. Business plans are critical for any organization-libraries or 
information centers, internal departments, non-profit firms, associations, &.-that wants 
to be successful. Rebecca Jones explains why a business pian is a roadmap for the 
organization, showing the desi3nation it  seeks, the path it  will follow to get there, and the 
suppiies and wherewithai requked to complete the journey. 
Stmteg'is Learnhg Sympositrm (SS 220611 Preview 
Information professionais need to know how they can create truly "indispensabie" 
partnerships with their customers, and work coilaboratively with organizational leaders to 
heip achieve critical strategic goak. But as we've gone about preparing for SLA's Strategic 
Learning Symposium (SLS 2031), we wondered how swh relationships are crafted. So, we 
asked some of our SLS 2001 f~atured facilitators of Learning to share their perspeceves, We 
thought you might appreciate a preview of what they'll say when we garner in Savannah 
next month! 
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Don't miss these great I:r:te::eactive features: 
- The SLA Buyer's Guide 
The Directory of Msnufacture~-s and Suppiiears 
. . 
SLA accepts ci0ders by phone, f2x, c;.id mail. To c-der, :ail 
1-202-214-4700, or send your complieted order fomi 
(which can be found oil our  website, www.siapu~lisAing.~~~g) 
to 1-232-234-2442 
S54lS4i 1 ~ 3 ~  08713519.9 
Z?CXI?<G FOR A C A T ~ L O G I ~ L  PhRY.2E97 The OCLC TechPro service 
offers customized cataloging and physical processing of materials in all 
bibliographic formats and in many languages at prices that can reduce 
overall cataloging costs. For details, call 1-800-848-5878, ext 4386 or e.  
mail marcia-srout@ocic.org. 
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ctions s n  a Year of Chan 
This month's issue marks the end of 2000, and the last oppofiunity i have to reflect 
with you on the end of a calendar year. in seven months, I will be ending my career 
as executive director of the Special Librxies Association, and I sincerely hope you 
wZ1 join me in celebrating our past together while eagerly awaiting the future. 
The past year has proven to be one of the most interesting times in recent memory 
for me. Monurnentai change is taking place all around us in the information pro- 
fession and throughout the association. As I stated in the June issue of Infoma- 
riorz Outlook, such change is "the lifeblood of progress. . . " and 7 hope that we can 
all iook back on 031 experiences during 2000 and realize what great benefits we 
have and will continue to bring to our own lives and to the profession. 
In the pas: year, we've experienced growth in the Virtual Association, which has 
culminated with the rollcut of Virtual §LA, the revised Internet community for 
information profess:onals. Stili found at www.sla.org, Virtual SLA will be evolv- 
ing over time to conrinually surprise and impress yo2 and ;hose who should join 
you as rnembess of tbe association. Additionally, we've added §LA Career Ser- 
vices Ocline (wwtv.slajobcontroicecter.com], a truly unicpe service C2at's designed 
to focas on opportunities that sult your career. With online conference planning 
already developed, our next step is to develop online conference registration. 
Information Outlock received a facelift, thanks to some great membes/staff col- 
laboratmn. Aad SLA also released several excellent publications to the public, 
inclilkng the Annual Salary Sumey, T~wards  Electronic fozrrnals, and Valuatmg 
Information Irrianglbles. As we proceed into the new century, SLA is exploring 
:he most appropriate way to deliver e-books to you. 
The past year 2lso 'Jrcught us the Strategic Learning and Development Center, 
which was created to help you become indspensible through Iearning. We've 
already seen a dramatic change in the focus on content and presentation that 
dramarically errhance your experiences with SLA. Lock for more exciting oppor- 
tunitjes in 2001 
Finally, and most izportant to the growth of the Special Libraries Association, we 
hosted the Global 2000 Conference in Brighton, United Kingdom. The discussions 
held, the friendships developed, and the interaction among information profes- 
sionals from 50 nations reinforced the notion that SLA nxst  grow into new geo- 
graphic regions in crder to ensure its survival. I sincerely hope that the next 
global conference advances the Association even furxher towards that goal. 
Tne Fast year wouid not have been successfui without the generou support of 
the information icdustry. The companies that exhibit at our conferences, spon- 
sor our events and programming, and "show up" to support us are incredibly 
vall~able in o m  professional ecosystem. 
So, as 2000 ends and we begin yet another year, let's remember the great things 
we've accomplished and the challenges we've revealed. Let's also take the les- 
sons we've learned from these experiences and push even farther and deeper 
into t j e  unkcown, sc that our association will continue to grow and evolve. 
David R. Bender, 2h.E 
Executive Director 
Hewditt Raises Awareness 
and Profession 
§LA honors Past-Presidect Vivian D. 
Hewiti, for raising awareness and 
recognition for the Associziion and 
the informati on and arts profession 
duricg her career. fiewitt servedas 
SLA President in 1978/1979. As a 
leader of the association, she con- 
sistently sought innovafive ways to 
ernbrace and support the informi- 
tion and arts professioc by expier- 
ing activities which pro-qote access 
to infor~at ion.  
Mewitt and her 3usband started col- 
lectlng art in 1949, while she was 
working as a librarian at Giark At- 
ianta University, Atlanta, GA. In 
1998,  she transferred fifty-eight 
paintings and d r a w i ~ g s  of African 
American Art from her personal col- 
lection ro the Back of America fcr 
public viewing, thus creating the 
Kewitt Collection of Africa~, Ameri- 
can Art. The collection, currentiy 
on a three-year natioeai tonr of the 
United Staaes is regarded as the 
most comprehensive coilecgiac of 
Afrirm Anerican Art of the :wee- 
tieth century. 
- - in 4amary i % S ,  the §LA Board of 
Directors passed a resolution honsr- 
ing H~wit t  for the continuous recog- 
nition she has brought be the infor- 
mation and. arts profession and fo? 
her efforts in advancing the access 
to al! types of informanion. in Sep- 
tember 2000, Hewitr presented a 
$5,300 contriburfen to %he SLA En- 
dowsent Fund in honor of SLA Ex- 
ecutive 134rec;or David R. Benber. 
"Throughcut her career, Vivian has 
dernonstrared a commitme~t o the 
association by continuously raising 
the 3evel of a-wareness and reccgni- 
tion for ?he information and arls pro- 
fessior,. On behalf of the associatior,, 
I would iiiie lo thank Vivian for ail 
her grridance, suppcc and geaerons 
contributions," noCred SLA Executive 
Director David R. Bender, 
The Library of Congress seeks c Stiisewiso;y Technicai information Specioiist ior the Science, Technoiogy ar;d Business Divisicn o i  
Library services. The Section Heed directs rhe picming, and approves cnd prcviaes oversight for the impiemeniaiior; of the C iv is io~ '~  
automation piogrcm; provides input Isio the Divisiods digital e5ods which erlha~ce i l s  Division's digitci presevce 03 ?he 'Web cnd 
ensures svppori for the inter-divisionai digital e$or?s; !denii!ies atimm~iion, dig?imatior a d  processing needs of Division sfc!f, c?d 
ovenees the compiiafion and pubiicaticn of seieciive and comprehensive bibiiographies or guides and . i i n d j ~ s  . a i d .  The Sectyon Heod, 
in  coiiaboraiiov with the Team iseder of the Techrlicci Reporis Standard Team, eirecrs the idenii*:icoticn, acquisition, 
processsing, rnaivtenance and preservation of ihe i m p o k m  and vnique co!iections of technicai rep.& 3oil sstandards in rhe 
Division's custody. The Sectim Head directs ihe use of the Civisiov's iechniclarls; pions, schedules and coordinares work; assigns, 
direcrs and reviews the work o! subordinate employees; p!ans ar.d carries out trafqing and deveispme;7b; evaii;ares 
performonce; recommends sa!ecilcns, promorions and other personnei actions; and assures ?hat i+e Library's commiimert to E E C  
is carred ?orward in 311 aspects of personnel manageme?'.. 
Appiicank must obtain a copy oi Vocancy Ar.ncuncerner?; #OD0264 in or& ro apply for inis pcsition. The vacancy anncunceme-it 
iisfs +he knowiedge, skiiis, a?d/or abiiifies jKSAs) tho? msst be addressed, For 3 copy of ihls vacancy announcement 
and an appiicaiion form, p!ease ca!i ?he library of Concress Employment C%ce at. (202) 707-4315 or (292) 787-5527. 9 n e  can 
aiso obtain these moteriois by visiting the Empioyrnent Oftice of ! C ?  icdepende~ce Avecve (LM-1091, SE, 'Woshicgton, DC, Mondcy 
throqi: Fridsy from 8:33 c .m.  until 4:30 p.m. Visit cur websiie a i  kweb.ioc.gov. Appiications mlisi be recejved in ihe oKce by 
December 23,200C. 
The iibiary of Congiess is an EOEIAA Employe:. 
Urge Authors Book 
Marisa Urgo, :knowledge manager at the Office of Minority 
Health Resource Ceater in Rockville, Maryland, has had her 
first book published: Developing Infomiion Leaders, Har- 
nessing the TiSkn t~  of Generation X. It's available or, 
Amazon.com and through the publisher's web site, Bowker 
S a x  http~//wmmbowker- saur.co.uk/products/catalog/Iis/ 
devido.htnn. Urgo is a member of the Washington, DC Chap- 
ter as well at the Biomedical & Lf£e Sciences, Information 
<ions. Technologyr, and Library Management Di&' 
Noga Etiected LO Wker  
Michael Noga has been elected a new officer of the Geo- 
science Information Society (GIs). Noga will take office 
as Vice-President/President-Elect at the conclusion of the 
November 2000 meeting of the Society in Reno. He is 
collecaio~ manager (Science! and mathematics librarian 
at the MIT Libraries. The GI§ is an international profes- 
sional organization created to improve the exchange of 
informatior, in the earth sciences. Noga is a member of 
the soston Chapter as well as the Geography & Map and 
Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division. 
Abate Asked Back t o  Teach Course 
Anne Abate will be teaching a course in Special Libraries 
at the Northern Kentucky location of the University of 
Kentucky School of Library and Information Science. This 
wili be ':lie second time they have asked Abate to present 
this course (at the request of the students). The last time 
she taught it, in summer of 1999, it was very well received. 
The ccsurse covers the basics of running a special library. 
One of the highlights of the course are a series of tours to 
a variety of special libraries. Abate is a member of the 
Cincinnati Chapter as well as the Business & Finance, Edu- 
cation, information Technology and Legal Divisions. 
Chapmars Receives Scholausilms'p 
The recipient of the Karhi Kohli Scholarship awarded by 
The Food, Agriculture and Nutrition Division (FAN) of SLA 
is John Chapman, a graduate student at the College of St. 
Catherine, Minnesota. The $2000 scholarship, jointly 
funded by t i e  Cargill Information Center and FAN, was 
establishedl in h o n o ~  of Kathi Kohli, a talented librarian at 
Cargill, a leader in the Special Libraries Association in its 
Minnesota Chapter. The award is given to a College of St. 
C a t k i n e  student in the college's graduate Library and 
Informatior, Science progran: for the purpose of encourag- 
ing the recipient to pursce a career in special librarianship. 
piatform built t o  deliver science "at the speed 
o f  the 21st Century." We are working with 
other igformaticn providers t3 create 
seamless I;nks. And we have invested c 
community services s x i ?  as Ei Viiiage'.', 
BioMedNet-;' and Chern'Web, to offer 
discipiine-specific resources. Eiectronic 
journals: in context avid at your fingertips. 
Our job is to  make you; work easier 
For more information, contact 
new-elsevier@elsevierScom 
decernber 20C8 
Tailor your collection with these niche databases: 
Try any database FREE far 30 days! S i q I y  contac-: S2verPlatnater Igzfomattcm Inc. 
your iocd SiivesP!a:ter a$ce o: distributo~ Y:i: 860--343-6264 P.S. & Cznadz) 
1-78 1-7@-259$ 
POK More X~formaaiatr - piease c d  or ernzii 7 .i ' cs.ai;: :nfc@sihe:pIatrer.co~: 
SiiverPiamr and request a ccznplete EngIneerdng 
Coilectioc SPOCHU:~. 
NISO ts  Develop Image Metadata Standard 
A NISO (National Information Standards Organization] 
Standards Committee has been appointed to develop a 
national s~andard for technical metadata describing digi- 
tized still Images. This information is important to man- 
aging and ensuring the longevity of large co!lections of 
digitized images. Having this meta data standard in place 
will support the development of tools to validate, rnan- 
age, migrzte, acd process images of enduring value. De- 
taiXs and news of the committee's work are on the &IS0 
web site: www.niso.org/cornrnitau.html. 
SS3.QO nonmembers, $50.00 members 
ISBN 0-87211-518-2 
Speciai Librarians and infor- 
mation professionals from 
around the world attended 
rhe Special LFbraries 
Association's Global 2000 
Worldwde Conference on 
Speriai Libraria2ship in 
Brignton, Eoglaod, in Octo- 
ber. In rhis special confer- 
ence publicabon, we have 
collected a number of pre- 
sentations which pertain to a wide variety of ksues fac 
ing infarmtion professionals today. The coilection alsc 
include% professional papers submitted by reapients af 
the .%sociation's Global 2000 fellowship Awards. While 
there may be vast differences in impternentation from 
one corner of the world to mother, these papers clearly 
iilustrate the global nature of the chalienges and respon- 
sibilities of infomation professionals. We accept orden 
by phose, fax, and mail. To order, call 1-202-234-4700, 
ext. 573, or send your completed order form (which can 
be found on our web site, www.slapubiishing.org) Fax to: 
1-202-234-2442. 
currexiesj averaged 7.541~ - beicw the indust?y1s 
average o f  8.5%. in 2G01 our price i~crease 
wi! i  be even iower. Libra~ies have been able 
to  retain more jobmais O i  even inctease 
subscriptions, either in  paper or as part o f  
their license to ScienceDi:ectS. That means 
both authors anci libraries are Setier served. 
Our job is to  r a k e  your vvork easier. 
For more i~formaTion, contact 
new-elsevier@eIsevierYcom 
decernber 2080 
Presidwt" Circle 
GET INSTANT ACCESS PQ THE COMPLETE BUSINESS, FINANCIAL AND ~NESTMEMB 
BNFORMAT~ON YOU MEED F T,.,esv~a THE INTERNET. 
Maxinrize your research efforts with the advanced search engine that is com$enentd by 
the tineiiness aad ex9e Jence of the world wide web, 
* Brings together eleven ci S&PYs most popirlar prod~cts t thr~ugh an easy-to-zse 
grqhical interface 
> data, azarysis and icvestment advice an  companies, industries, stscks and 
bonds, mutual h d s  and dividends 
> Over 500 searchable fields; across multiple databases 
> Print a d  export m~it iple  documents 
5 i. 
% Solution for the carporate, pu~i lc  and academic library marketpiaces 
Call 803-221-5277 for a trial subscription o-f '&e product c: .liisl"the demo site a t  ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ . n e ~ a d v ~ n t 3 g e . s 1 : a n d a r d a 1 ? d ~ o 0 r ~ . ~ ~ ~ i d ~ ~ 0  -- 
A h  avaiiable in CD-ROM and print format. 
Cornkg af Age in the Sllicogn Vzlley: 
San Andreas Chapter Celebrates Anniversary 
Born as a spin-off of the San Francisco Bay Region Chap- 
ter, the San Amdreas Chapter celebrated its twenrieth an- 
niversary in Septezber. With an original membership taly 
of 94, today, that number is around 500. Current chapter 
president Lucy Steeiman hosted the evening, while long 
time chapter members reminisced and shared professional 
and personal anecdotes. Present were chapter members. 
past presidents, and Blanche WooIls, Dean of the San Jose 
State University Library School. Bill Fisher, past presi- 
dent, and Richard Hulser, visiting from the East Coast, 
were or, haxd to celebrate and spread the word that they 
are both xnning for national SLA President, Held on the 
grounds of Sun Microsystems in Santa Clara, the evening 
was replete with a surprise singing telegram courtesy of 
the San Francisco Chapter. Event planners also posted a 
San Andreas Chapter chronology of importa~t people and 
events over the last twenty years. 
For many of us in the Silicon Valley, technology trends 
have impacted heavily cpon our jobs. We have been forced 
to quickly re-trai~ ourselves, learn a new language, in- 
crease our skill sets, seek out new jobs and titles, while 
often re-training our clientele. As a myriad of new oppor- 
tunities has opened rap, we have seen our colieagues enter 
new career paths such as web design/development, tax- 
onomy, kkrwledge management, training and usability. 
Parlicularly in the Silicon Valley, indeed this time of phe- 
nomenal wealth and discovery has equipped us with a 
myriad of resources, yet has challenged us to deal with 
much much more. 
FAN Q.-z"s%irg%rlsReaS Member %r 2000 
The FAX Awards Committee is pleased to announce that 
Kay Mowery, branch librarian at the Georgia Experizenr 
Station Library, University of Georgia, is the FAN Distin. 
gnished Member for 2000. Mowery has been very active 
in §LA fcr many years, serving on the Xominating Corn- 
mittee, Strategic Plannicg Committee, Committee on Com- 
mittees, and as chair of the Bylaws Committee. On the 
chapter level, she has held several position including presi- 
dent of the Sien-a IGevada Chapter, and is currently involved 
in the upconning Southeastern Regional Conference. 
campus petworks a d  use them eiectro.onicaKy 
for courses. Tkere is  either a charge to  a~ thors  
ncr a need to ask permksion for these i;ses. 
Our agreerneot with an author provides both 
of us with the balance of rights we each 
need to continue the cmmurikat ioc process. 
G u r  job is to make yoar work easier. 
For more information: contact 
new-elsevier@elsevier.com 
december 2000 
D a d  R. Bendev, Fh. D., fs executive director c j  tho Specid iibrcln.2~ A~s~Cjc l t im.  
He may be reached at  duv?d-b@sia.~rg. 
T H E  SIXTY-SIXTH IFLA GEHERAk CONFERENCE C Q N E H E D  %Oas JERUSALEM, ISRAEL, 
August 13-18, 2000. Although not as large as IFLA conferences held in Europe and North America, a successful final 
registrat2ori number of over 1,800 was reached from ninety-three countries. SLA was an exhibitor at the conference, 
and was met with great interest by a number of attendees. IFLA is intended to have a global reach, and indeed it did, 
with the greatest number of attendees from Israel, with 400 Israeli participants at the Jerusalem Conference. These 
numbers were followed by 265 from the USA, 207 from the Russian Federation, 88 from France, and 85 from the 
United Kingdom. 
IFLA has become known for the quality of its presenta- 
tiocs, the festivities of the social events, the variety of 
participants, the work done during business meetings, 
and the vibrancy of the host city. The cooperation of the 
weather made this conference a huge success. Some 244 
meetings were held, 24 of them simultaneous interpreta- 
tion, 30 poster sessions, 26 workshops, with an impres- 
sive 150 people attending the start-up meeting of the Digi- 
tal Libraries Discussion Group. 
IFL4. participants had the opportunity to visit several li- 
braries, including the National and Government Librar- 
ies, Judaica Libraries, Libraries of Religious Instituticns 
(Christian, Moslem, Mormon, Armenian], Academic Li- 
braries [Central Libraries, Humanities & Social Science, 
Science, Technology & Engineering, Medical Law) along 
wirh Public Libraries & School Libraries. There were also 
sightseeing tours arranged for multiple destinations, in- 
cluding Massada and the Dead Sea. 
IFWs Roundtable on the Management of Library Asso- 
ciations {RTMLA] held its executive board meeting dur- 
ing the conference and was attended by David R. Bender 
as an executive committee member. The executive board 
meeting focused on the roundtables' Medium Term Pro- 
gram and Action Plan, goals and mission of the 
roundtable, program/workshop presentarions for Israel, 
and the roundtables' publications program. The meeting 
also focused on finalizing workshops for IFLA's 2001 con- 
ference in Boston, Massachusetts. The roundtable serves 
the interesrs of library, information science, and docu- 
mentation associations around the world. It focuses on 
improvicg the management and operations of member 
associations, encoilraging support for library and infor- 
matian services worldwide, and providing an international 
forum fo: the exchange of ideas and information. 
Ralph Manning, chair of the Professional Board, presented 
an overview of the program of the sixty-six;h IFLA Gen- 
eral Conference to the Final Council meeting. The text of 
his presentation is published at IFLANET (http:/j 
www.ifla.org/) and in iFLA Journal. Some highlights of 
the conference follow. 
Contributed Papers 
In addition to many open forums, industry updates, guest 
lectures and the Council and open sessions, business 
meetings, workshops and disc~ssion group sessions, a 
total of 154 conference papers were available in printed 
form, on the CD IFLANET Unplugged, and on IFLA's web 
site. These papers generated 153 translations intc one or 
more of the other four IFLA working languages (English, 
French, Spanish and Russian). 
During this conference a statement of IFWs Professional 
Priorities was approved in principle, which was prepared 
by the Professional Board and it will be used to guide the 
december 2000 
future professional work of the Federation. A substantial 
number of standards, guidelines, and best practices were 
dismssed and approved. This year three satellite meet- 
ings were held: Marketing and Communication for Li- 
braries (Xaifa, Xsraei), the sixteenrh annual session for 
pariiarnzentary libraries {Athens, Greece;, and Pmsen~a- 
tion of Newspapers [Pads, France). 
IFLA/O%f%: Feifowship~ 2G02 E3ivard~d 
During rhe IFSA Conference in Bangkok (1995), the 
launch of the IFLA/BCEC Early Career Deveiopment Fel- 
iowship was anconnced. During the Geeera: Conference 
in Jemsalem the first class of four FeiTcws was announced. 
The recipients of rhe first IFLA/BCtC Early Career De- 
velopment Felellows, who will be invited to attend OCLC 
at Dublin, Ohio, in the spring of 2301, are: Tuba 
Akbayturk, senior systems librarian at rhe Mo? Uciver- 
sity Library in islanbul, Tkrkey; Washidah Bolhassan, 
coordinator of the §:ate LiSrary Projecr a digital !ibrary 
in Sarawak, Malaysia; Smita Chandra, a libsrarian at the 
Indian Institute of Geomagnetism in Mzmbai, India; and 
Pqegbeni Igonor, information services librarian at the 
University of Fon Hare i~ Alice, SOL& Afrka. The Cali 
far Appiicatfons for nex: year's IFLA/OCEC Fellowships 
is open: http://www.oclc.org/instifute/ifla/index.htm. 
PFhA Hsrrrors 8kgitka Bergdab; 
During the closing sess io~,  Chifistme Deschamps pre- 
sented a scroli to Birgitta Bergdahl in grateid apprecia- 
tion of her pragmatic, dedicated, effective, and efficient 
service as Founder Direcror of the Advanceaent of 
Librarianship Core Program if IFLA. 
P4g.W $tatutep; 
The IFLA Council has put forth three new statutes. 
The resolutions which placed the items before Coun- 
cil were first discussed last year at the Councii xeef- 
ing in Bangkok. IFLA has a very invoked process for 
amending its statutes, which requires cocsiderable 
-planning and preparation. The three statutes relate to 
the governance 3rocess. XesolutIon one had to do 
with Section Standing Committee elections; Resolu- 
tion Two related to the election and % e r a  cf the Presi- 
dent-elect; and ?he third had to do with changes to 
the governing board. With the approvai of all three, 
the new governing board wiii have to develop guide- 
%ines/procedures for implementing the new starutes. 
This means that calk for nominations for the new 
governing board, including rhe posts of President and 
President-elect, will be issued later i s  :he year. Eiec- 
tiocs by postal ballot will 5e held fcr the firs: t i n e  in 
IFLA's history early next year. The Eew gox~erning 
board will take over from the existing executive and 
professional boards at the Boston conference. 
Standing Camrnittecs 
The proposal ro sinqlify the process for electisg to the 
Standing Ccm=ittees of IFLA sections was aiso a2proved 
by C o n n d   fro^ now on, cniy one nominator {instead 
of two) is requiredfor each candidare for a glace on the 
Standing Committee of a Secricn. In accordance wfrh 
noraal practice, a call for nominagions to Section Stand- 
ing Cornnittees will be sent wr to aIi voting ~ e n b e r s  
t3WZTbS the end of the yea-. 
Fimjshetter r:.?: rke Ye?rdc 
The chair cf the Professional Board, Ralph Manning, an- 
nounced rhat the winner of the first annual award fcr the 
Besx IFLA Section Xewsiettes was the ilewsidter of the 
Section of Libra-es for the Biind. Ranners-np were xhe 
newsletters of the Secticn for Zeading azd :he SecxIon on 
Library and Research Ser~rjces for 2zliarnents. where39 
hocorary mention was made of two newsletters appear- 
icg for the first time: the Seetioz cn Edmation and Train- 
icg (SET BuEZ&.bn> and the Sectioc for kadiovisual and 
Multimedia. 
Core F~cLiui%$es 
The proposais contained in the report csf :he review sf 
I F M s  core activities were all approved hy the executive 
boarb, following agreement by the Conferecce of Direc- 
tors of National Libraries JCDXL) . This wifl enable FLA 
to a-,peal to a bscader range of con%rib:dting organiza- 
tions. It is hoped that doing so w i i  provide a xore se- 
care financial Sasis for these activities. A r:ore trans- 
parent and accoantable management syster: will also 
be introduced. 
15:steiureur.l wr Copyright 
in the Digllal Ersuirsnment. 
In the international copfright debate, IFLA represents 
the interests of the world's irbraries and their users. 
Copyright law impacts on =ost of what iibraries do. Ix 
affects the services that libraries can provide to their us- 
ers, and the conditions on which they can provide access 
to copyrighted mareriais. It affects the way in which li- 
braries can act as navigational agents and undertake ef- 
fective archiving and preservation activities. It is for these 
reasons that !FM ~articipates in the international copy- 
right debate. During the conference the IFLA executive 
board adopted a statement on Copyright in the Digital 
Environment Age. The full text of the statement can be 
found at: http://www.ifla.org/V/press/copydig.htrn. 
TFM 2001 will be held August 16-25 in Boston, Massa- 
chusetts, USA. Future sires include: Glasgow, UK in 2002; 
Berlin, Germany in 2003; and Buenos Aires; Argentina 
in 2004. 
Report on the Section on Gatatoguing, IFLA 2066 
by Bomthy R ~ c G E P ' P ~  
In addition to the two Standing Committee meetings at 
which the section's activities were reviewed and the open 
program [see IFLA web site for details), the section held 
a workshop dealirtg with metadata. A number of work- 
ing groups met and made progress in their work during 
the cocference. 
The ISBD [International Standard Bibliographic Descrip- 
tion] Review Group met to discuss revisions to be made 
to the ISBD(M) based on the results of a worldwide re- 
view~ An attempt is being made to bring all the ISBDs 
into conformance with the mandatory and optional data 
element recommendations of the Funrtional Requirements 
for Bibliogmphlc Records (FRBR!, starting with the ISBD 
for monographic publications. A revised document will 
be prepared by the end of the year, with the expectation 
that it will be issued by next spring. In addition, efforts 
are being made to obtain input from various groups within 
and outside of IFLA on recommendations to changes re- 
lated to cataloging electronic resources. 
The ISBD$) Working Group (for serials) met and dis- 
cussed issues related to revision of that document. Rep- 
resentatives of the WG will meet with representatives of 
the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR and 
the ISSK Network in November to see whether the stan- 
dards issued by the three groups can be harmonized, 
making international cooperation easier. Each of the 
groups is working currently on revisions, leading to an 
excellent apportunity to cooperate on changes to be made. 
The ISBD {CM) Working Group (for cartographic materi- 
als-largely composed of members of the Section of Ge- 
ography and Map Libraries) met to decide what revisions 
can be made to parts of the document related to print 
materials; a list of recommendations to changes it would 
like to be made to cataloging of electronic resources will 
be drawn up and submitted to the ISBD Review Group 
because an individual ISBD cannot have provisions that 
co~flict with another one. 
The Task Force on Guidelines for OPAC Displays discussed 
several drafts of the guidelines. A decision was made to 
meet in Amsterdam in October 2300 to finish the docu- 
ment, with some work taking glace via e-mail before then. 
The WG on the Use of Metadata Schemes discussed some 
of the data elements that would be needed in "core" 
records if the schemes were to meet the use of required 
data elements in the FRBR. Each of the members will 
look at one data element in ten metadata schenes to see 
how it is treated. Further consideration will be given to 
the issues of when metadata schemes might be used in a 
library setting. 
Among the plans for a program fcrr Boston 2001 will be a 
joint workshop with the Section on Information Technol- 
ogy on Unicode. 
Report on the IFLA Section 
on Classification and Indexing 
&y D B ~ z P Q ~ ~ ~  EldleG~try 
In addition to its two Standing Committee meetings, the 
section sponsored an open program session (please see 
the IFLA web site for more details and the papers). The 
theme of the program was "Current issues in Informa- 
tion Retrieval." Papers included "A Draft Version of a Con- 
solidated Thesaurus for the Rapidly Growing Field of Al- 
ternative Medicine," "A New Classification for the Litera- 
ture of Religion," and "MultiIingual and Multiscript Sub- 
ject Access: the Case of Israel." The half-day workshop 
on "Crosswalks Between Languages, Cultures, Reiigions 
in Classification and Indexing" ixluded talks on "Cross 
Concordance: Classification and Thesauri," "Classifica- 
tion of Religion in LCC," "The M K S  Project: Multiiin- 
gual Access to Subject Headings (LCSH, RAMEAU, and 
SWD) ," and "Problems in the 'Jse of Library of Congress 
Subject Eeadings as the Bzsis for Hebrew- Subject Eead- 
ings in the Bar-Ilan University Library." 
A working group that was looking inso the use of subject 
heading languages in national iibraries complered i s  
work, and the chair, PXagda Heiner-Freiling (Der Deutsche 
Bibiiothek), prepzred an article that appears in Catalog- 
izg and Classification Quarterly, v. 29, 2OG0, p. 189-198, 
"Survey on Subject Heading Languages Used ir National 
Libraries and Bibliographies." 
A working group that is looking into revision of the in- 
ternational standard for muitili~guai ~hesacri discussed 
how to proceed further. It was decided rhat a meeting in 
Frankfcrt in Jarnary woilld move the work ahead. 
The Working Group Web and DL Subject Access did 
not meet at I F M  becanse the chair ccr?id not attend. She 
sent a questionnaire for revision by the Standing Con;- 
mittee, to be used by people in compiling dara abont such 
sites. The SC was asked to make suggestions for revi- 
sions or changes to the questionnaire. 
The Standing Committee traditionally has a round-robin 
discussion aborrt what is happening in classification and 
indexing in all of the countries represented at the SC 
neering, It is an opportunity far everyone to become in- 
formed of current developr~enrs elsewhere. The reperrs 
will be published in the next issze of the newsietter of 
the section. S M  headquarters receives copies of the news- 
letters since SLA is a member of that section, Anyone 
interested in subject analysis intema:ionally would prob- 
ably enjoy seeing that issue. 
The section has planned a sareilite xeeting for 200i, to 
be held in Dublin, Ohio, USA, just prior to the IFLA con- 
ference in Boston. The theme of the meeting is "Subjecf 
Retrieval in a Networked World." 
Report on the If LA Sectiemz 
on Biological and Medicd Libraries 
2y Reme Bush 
The BlWLS sponsored o m  program in Jexsaiem this year 
consisting of three presenrations: "Making %one Soup: 
Library Cooperation-a Professional Responsibility or 
Necessity;" "Innovations in Ketworkicg to Provide Elec- 
tronic Delivery of Documents to Health Professio~ais in 
the Western Pacific;" and "Creating a Slatewide Virtual 
Health Library: the Michigan Experience." The BMLS also 
sponsored a tour of the new health sciences library at Tel 
Aviv University. 
Plans are going well for the conference in Boston next 
year. The BMLS will be offering a hands-on workshop 
at Tufts University on searching for consumer health 
inforrmtion and a session on relemedicine rhat wiii be 
jointly sponsored with the Infosrzation Tec5noIogy Sec- 
tion. There are also plans for a program o s  the pricing 
of electronic journals and for toms of some Boston area 
Iljraries. 
The 13-ULS continues to inwstigare ways in whlch i; d g 9 t  
assisi i2 the organization and dissemimtion of informa- 
 tic^ for disaster relief workers addressing health-related 
:rablexs, Another focns of the group is finding ways ro 
help i?eaIts sciences librzries in beveiap~ng coumries es- 
tablish re1ai:onshlps with relevant foundations. The 8-MLS 
is also exploring ways in which it r~ight  work ,=ore cf~sely 
with the World Health C)rganizarioc and otlr2~ organiza- 
rans  of medicai libralies l e g ,  EAHIL, NLLA. BIREME). 
Repork on the IFLA Sedio~t 
on Education & Training 
by I&mr".ca E r M  
"The people of the book welcome the keepers of the book.' 
With these words, Sara japhet, presidens of the IFLA Or- 
ganizing Co.mrnittee, welcomed conferemx attendees to 
the sixty-sixth annual XFLA Conference in J'exsalen. 
As the SL4 repeseatarrve to the Education and Training 
Standing Conmittee, h attended several committee &aeer- 
ings to discuss cirrent pmjects and upcodng program 
plans Tire E&T Standing Cornrnixtee's Jer~salen: progra3 
had the fherr.e "Guidelines for Library and infomation 
Studies Education" ar,d included papers on '6.xideiines for 
Lhbh-aryr Information Education Programs' wiPk speakers 
from the United Staaes, ismel, and Denmark. This session 
was followed by a panel discussion w%ck inclucied topics 
such as icvestiga;ior,s of LIS quzlifications th~oughsnt he 
world and c.irricr;ium evzluation and application. The E&T 
Standing Gomrr.ittee also held a bay Long wo~kshop tirled 
--Teaching Students with ,a/ulii:ingual/ ?&d:icultsral Back- 
grounds." Brograrr, planning dealing with the deiivery af 
distance edarcation and. defining the parameters of kmwI- 
edge management are well underway 
telligent . Resourcefid. Proactive. 
A welcome adchtion to your intranet team. 
Make sue your intra.net team recruits today's most fuily-quaiified ::cn.tent 
ixegrator: Factiva PLiSiisi?ec This ready-to-use sclutior! delivers the uniformly- 
coded conterrt cf DoTi Cow Jones Interxlive and Reulers Bssi,ess Briefing-so 
your kranet  m e %  the criticai global awareness needs cf each employee. 
Best of aii, as a knov&edge manager you'ii extend your indexing expertise to 
the intranet Apply Fadiva In-telligent Indexing topics-company, industv and 
geographic terms-to i~ter~a.1 documents, so end users receive the c:iticai 
biisir:ess facts thsy fined-fron a singie site. 
To find out more, visit w.dactiva.com 
Dow Jones & Reuters 
IVh~le at IFLA, I also hosted She six57 I F X  Iniemet Discus- 
sion Group. Approximately eighty interested Librarians and 
idormation professiond gatiiered for two hwm into three 
groups to dismss the use of the Internet as a reference and 
training tool [moderated by Helen Sheehy:; the iibrarias 
role in digital data (moderated 5y Patrick McGlameryr); and 
culturd impad of the Internet I~oderated by Job Harvey). 
As nsual, the discussions were I:wly and She groups didn't 
want to break up when obIr t h e  was up! 
Finally, I aiso participated as secretary/treasurer of the 
'daomen's Issues Roundtable. This grozp has been in ex- 
istence for eleven years and consistently delivers excel- 
lent programming. This conference proved no exception 
and the program on "Inforrr.ation for Cooperation: -kV, w x n  : 
Library Leaders Serving the Majority" was well attended 
and generated quite a bit of discussion. 
Of course, a trip to Israel would not be compiete without 
a visit to some of the world's most historic sites scch as 
the V7ailing Wail; the Temple Mount and ti3e Mount of 
Olives, as well as a refreshing dip in the salty Dead Sea! 
Report on the fPLA Seetiora 
an Statistics Standing Committee 
by B ~ r b a m  P e q  
The main activities for the Statistics Standing Committee 
during the 2000 IFLA General Conference, Jerssalez, Is- 
rael, Azgust 13-18, were a open session, a national statis- 
tics browsing session, and cospcnso~ship of a workshop. 
The committee held two menber meetings. hosted ope2 
session speakers for l u ~ c h :  and heid the first-ever no-host 
committee dinner, The conrrriittee agreed on a ~ u n b e r  of
activities to be planned for IFLA 2301 in Soston. 
O2en Sessfon: The Statistics Open Session was artended by 
rolrghly sixty confere~ce-goers. Three presentations on 
greatly wried statistical topics were aade. The hrst paper 
was a prelirninay report on the Assoc';ation of Resezch 
Libraries' SERVQ'ITAL project. Texas A&M researchers Col- 
leen Cook, Fred 3eath, and Bmce Tl~onpson presented their 
findings. SERVC)rJPIL {recently renamed LibQUAL; is an at- 
tempt to measure IiSrary u s s  satisfaction in ol-der to create 
a more user-centered service. The project seeks to identify 
best practices and to show accountabillty/vaue in reladon 
to inwsLment maale in iibraries. Twelve AFX iibraries are 
pa~ticipating in the pilot. Gaps between current services 
(access to collections, responsiveness, reliability, etc) and 
services desired by users are being neascred. ARL conlin- 
ues the pilot with expectation of making the LibQUAL snr- 
vey instrument available to other interesteed libr&es in the 
rnedi.xn tern. This paper can be fouad on tile IFLA web 
site: wimv.Sa.org. "What staZstics do library mar~agew need 
from their library management systems", the second ses- 
sion papes was presented by EcLibris staff Noam Kaminer 
and David h i t a i ,  Biibris has polled user cammlrnity 
to Setter understand Lke kiads of stadstics E b r q  managers 
need ro do their jobs. In pz~.icxkr, +&e study locased on the 
Ends of statistics online integrated i~brary systems can/ 
should pro.vide. Link to 5-iis paper ar: hi@://WWA~.&3.~rg/ 
IV/iBa66/papers/022-I2"?.km. The fkal presenter was 
John Sumsion, a Sratiszics Camnittee meaber, who out- 
lmed pmposed changes in 1S8 2789, the intewationai sta- 
hsticai standard for librades. Sew to the stan2ard as gro- 
posed categories are: n s g e  of electronic services-pacicc- 
hrly those sonrces for -wkich pzyment is made by the 3- 
brargs k-house nse of aaeexiaials, and Paining of mew as 
well as training provided to Ii'~raxy staff:'. More infomztion 
on work related to this standard car, be viewed at: 
-.-.hm-w stg.se/tc46sc$/def~ult.hta As has been done last year, 
tf:e session audience was ~ s k e d  ro complete an evaluation 
form. This form helps &e cowit tee  plan hture grogram. 
provides feedback on topics aria formats. If has proven to 
be very helphi. 
Z M ' J ~ S ~ ~  Session:The annual Statistics Browsing Session 
featured academic library statistics. Presentatrons were 
nrade orz the activities ix nine countries: Canada, Den- 
mark, France, Norway2 SSLovenja, Spain, Sweden> the 
United Kingdom, and the Uni:ed States. Online data gath- 
ering and availability of analyzed aggregate statistics am 
now widespread, 
Qrker Activities: T%anr,ing for the coming year included 
connittee agreement to estab3sh a web site as pafi of 
IFLASET tha? will 15ghTight online sktistics from catiorral. 
iibrasj commanities, This site shonld debut befcre t3e 
Soston conference, At the 2001 conference, an interactive 
browsing session is being pia~ned.  Sational library sta- 
"istics experts wiil give live presentations on the array of 
data frsm their camtries accessible on the web. The open 
session is te~tatively titled "Sta%st:'cs for the Knowledge 
Age: New Measures m d  Assessments.', It will i~c lude  dis- 
cussion of the ARL statistics prograz with emphasis on 
aew measures of return on Investment [particularly 
through use oi electronic resources) . 
I h teway to 
odd of information 
In a changing wsrid, vision, $&;% B ~ a ~ ~ ~ s + ~ & i  
experience and reliability Enhancing the power 
ace the quaiiiies you vahe of your knowledge 
in a partner. Whether it be 
Repert "ton the SFLA Sectism en Science an& 
Techncalsgy Libraries 
by H m c y  D. A~derson. 
The Standing Committee jSCj of ~e Secticn of Science and 
Techalogy Libraees =et twice. Yen S@ members atended 
these meetings, from D e n ~ a r k ,  France, Germar;.~, Israel, 
Sweden, UK, and USA. The chai:/@easurer reported that 
membership in the section s -ads  a2 113. Among %he topics 
discussed were the need %3 need to mdemrite, either by 
the SC or IFLh travel expenses of SC members from rl-re 
developing worrd and advance plmning for f m  next two 
IFLA conferences. Since I agreed to arrange the workohcis/ 
srady tour for Boston 2001, we discussed how we could 
arrange visits to boL% a iscal special library {as coporate 
sci-tech Inlibrafies are rare outside Xorth America) and ei'Ahz 
MIT or Hamard. It will follow along ex same lines as p z -  
ticipmts seem to like the idea .3f spending time -with ezch 
o-her and ti?& hosts, Julia Ge-elfand ag& agreed to work 
02 putting togetiler the program. He:. idea is to build on the 
WBl 2000 CAW @&AS Consor?km of Affiliates for I~terna- 
tional Programs: meeting in waskington program in some 
way: "Scie~~tific Ixformaaion for Developing C o a x e s :  Meet- 
ing the Challenge." Spezkers could include individuals &em 
scientitk societies, SPAR@, and foundatiocs such as Open 
Society Institute and Cmegie. Cross-sectiond digirization 
was discussed as a topic for the open session. 
The section's ope? session program on %esday7 115 Au- 
gust. focused on the theme, "Vianapxg Science Libraries 
4n an Increasingly Digital Enviroxment." Julia @elfand 
did an excellent job sf organ%ing and findicg lntesesting 
speakers for skis year's program. More than ninety il- 
b:-arians listened 10 ?he three speakers and then partic:- 
pated in a long and lively discussion afkeraards Ail agreed 
ir was one of our best programs ever! Since the speakers 
suSmitted their papers well i~ advace, :ranslations from 
English intc French and German are available for the 
R~irberg and Poland papers. All papers are availzbk on 
the IFLA we5 sire: wiv-w.ifla.org. G 
Nominat3ans $or 
IFLA Standing Ca~nmittee f%imbm 
Qualified EPfk Iemberg are fwited dm% 
nominatf o m  for men[lPsler[s) o f  ZBtafsdfng 
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regarding the seomfzxatfoa~ sad the avaitable 
positions, yon m y  sefsd &a $-maif to Stepkmfe As 
Russet1 at stepZEa&e@sla.aq. %a may aka cMajm 
the fazfarmatfan by eatLing %LA'S Fax-0%-Demand 
$y$tem a% 2-$88-41%-2856 as& o d a c t  1137 
a tke dammeat numbear 
Since 1985,Techf PO, our contract cztaloging service, has helped hundreds of librarians 
keep pace with cataloging, to give patrons prompt access to materiak 
TeshPrc provides expert catalcgicg sf rnaterizb in dl 
bibliographic formats alsd in many ia~guages-including 
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entrepreneurs, consultants, or new start-ups. Business pians are critical for any organization-libraries or information 
centen, internal departments, non-profit firms, associations, etc.-that wants to be successful. By its very definition, 
a busfness plan is a plan for the business, clarifying why it exists, who it exists for, what products and services it 
provides these client groups, how it intends to develop and deliver these products and services, and where it is 
headed. A business plan is a roadmap for the organization, showing the destination it seeks, the path if will foilow to 
get there, and the supplies, and wherewithal required to complete the journey. 
Not surprisingly, %A's Competencies for Special Librar- 
ians of the 2lst Century [www.sla.org) identifies the abil- 
ity to Cevelop a business plan as a core professional com- 
petency. 
"1.9 Uses appropriate business and nanagement ap- 
proaches to communicate the importance of infomarion 
ser~ices ro senior management." 
The practical examples given for this competency include 
developing marketing plans, calculating a return on in- 
vestment for the library and its services, benchmarking, 
and so forth. What is somewhat surprising is +hat although 
information-profession-geared journals and conference 
presentatims regularly focus on these 'przctical example' 
topics, they have not given the same attention to the core 
capability of business planning. Is this because of the 
assumpticn that a 'business plan' is for those seeking 
venture capital? Or is ii because people envision busi- 
ness planning as al?; expensive, arduous, time-consurn- 
ing task composing a lengthy report filled with rnother- 
hood stafewents? 
Whatever the reason, the emphasis of the past ten to :if- 
teen years that 's been placed on marketing, 
benckmarking, and identifying besr practices has, for 
many information centers, led to a 'cart-before-the-horse' 
dilernna, Business planning should be the 'horse: if yon 
will, creating the positive pull for an information center. 
Marketfrag, best practices, and ROI's are among the many 
capabilities, along with resources, staffing, financing, and 
other enablers, that need to be placed in the information 
cerrter's cart to help it reach its destination. 
Increasingly, information professionals are shifting their 
emphasis to the business planning process, although they 
may not always use that term for it. Various organizations 
use various names, depending cn their culture: direction 
planning, strategic planning, business inperatives and ob- 
jectives, plans and priorities, etc. They are recognizing that 
the actual business plan doesn't have to be a tome. The 
final document can be as short as nine or ten pages, and 
+hat the process does not turn into a long, drawn-out series 
of yawn sessions. More often, the discussions and meetings 
involved are exceptional opportunities for enhancing com- 
munication and relationships among team members as well 
as with key clients and stakeholders. The final result is con- 
fidence, within both the information center and senior man- 
agement, +hat the information center is a valid and valued 
player within the organization, aligwd with overall. organi- 
zational strategies and with a f i m  grasp of its operations. 
Put simply, those developing a business plan should ad- 
dress the 'BIG' issues for their ~nformation service, li- 
brary or information center: 
B - Business: demonstrate that they understand the busi- 
ness they are in, the forces and trends impacting their 
area, and where their particular organizaxion fits in. 
J Interest: capture the interest of their stakeholders, de- 
fined as those who can pur a 'stake through the heart of 
their organization'-be they senior management, inves- 
tors, key clients, or champions/supporters. 
G - Growth: clarify how they plan to sustain and grow 
the business, including who their clients are and why 
these clients will purchase and/or use their services and 
products. 
odels our there to guite organi- 
zations through the planning process. The d;rec?ion plan- 
ning framework (figure 2)  :s a partrmlariy effective one 
breaking the planning process down lcto manageable 
chunks while sti3 emphasizing the interdependencies and 
iterative relationships among these components. 
Purpose: Why shauld your b~siness  exist? 
Vision B Strategy: Where is your busrness headed? 
Market Who 4s your market? Who are the primary bar- 
gets! 
Dfferings: What are your semces B products? Whas makes 
these compeiling to :his aarket? 
Capabilities: Wow will you deiiwr these offerings lo th:s 
narket? What technologies, resources, people $t processes 
must be En place3 
Another reason why this fran-iework warks well is tha; it 
prevents the planning process fronr being conducted in 
isolation. To be t r d y  successful, the process must first 
establish the 'context' in which the organization wiii be 
operati~g by exploring the current and evolving environ- 
ment surrounding the busiaess. 
!mders;armdable why the initiai; step is to survey the horL 
zon and determine, as much as possible, what eleaenls 
are going to affect your trip. Where is the rough terrain? 
Where can you accelerate? Most importantly, where are 
the pit stops? The context setting in-doives identifying those 
trends and forces that may irnpacr your bu-' dzess: 
What do you know about the world around ycu fhat 
iapacts you and your clients? 
Whar tmnds are, or will be, at phy within your indns- 
try? W t h  regulatory agencies? With supsliers? 
Who are your competitors? Can you list your suppzers 
and competitors by nanze? What is their size? Market 
share? Growth patterns and plans? Potential? What are 
tkeir directions? What can ygu learn from the=? 
Although it sounds like ioes of work, for r ~ o s t  infomation 
professlonak this is the easy part. After ail, it's realiy m- 
search, Our expertise is digging out information, rjgktz 
What is usually more daunting is the nex; step: shifting 
our focus fro= what's happening around us to looking a: 
what's happening within us acd oar operations. You 
know-the SWOT-identifyi~g your unit's Strecgtks, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, a ~ d  Threats. For some team,  
this can be like a physical 'swat'--painful. Bst the harsh 
reality is that what ycu don't know can, hurl yon. If you 
don'? ask these queszions. and answer them 3onesti)s rest 
assured that yonr 'investors' or senior management will. 
What's your market size? Market share? 
@ How does your bo;h crurrer,t & potential cllent 
groups, perceive you as an infor~at ion solxtion? 
s Wkat's yolrr track record with your cIiects, & with 
stakeholders? 
o Wow do you compare wllh p a r  competitors? 
* What are y w r  r~ te rna i  capabilitiesi 
This is jrrst a sampling of the qxsllcns to be addressed 
as you identify tkhose things are g.sir,g ti, speed or iagede 
your joxrney~ 
Regardless of what t e rx  your cuI?,se prefers-~u~Gs?. 
mission, mandate, role. or scbmoie--yo2 must arrfcuiate. 
cieariy and succinctiy, wky your organization exists. Sx- 
actky whaz business are yoa I ~ Z  u ;  another way, wlzat 
w:2 be nz;ssi:~g if thls 5a;8isess does not exist? What gap 
are ysu filling? D m ' t  be conc~rned about well-phrased, 
painstakingly worded s:atenzen:s at ;his goint. Because 
this rs a dynan?ic process in whlch each component bailds 
oil and cornpierr,ents the others, the wsrding should al- 
ways be left nntii the end. What's :xport,ant at :his point 
is a dear mnderstandmg anzong those involved of what 
this core ksiness  la-aad is not. 
D i ~ c n " m  
Xa;ow cozies :he fun. At least, this should be fun. If it's no: 
fan for an organizs;tian to gaze into Ihs future and: say, 
"this is where we want tc end up!", then there is soE-,e- 
thing seriously wrong. The journey to reach a destinarian 
:n today's competitive, cibent-attentlon-d~fiGit envfronnent 
is tifficuie clnough. Brganizations had better make ssaae 
fhat ;hey know where they are and are exked  
about getting there-3r there's no sense ge'xng pacAed, 
Again, ihe teras  used to descri'rse this will v a ~ y  from one 
organizational cnlture to another, 5ut the essence remains 
the same: the business' vision. Ideaily, what does your 
library ox infor~at ion cente~ i,r knowledge service func- 
gion really want to be doing in three years? Conpiete this 
statement: "3y 2003, we will 'be . . . worki~g  with x cii- 
ents, deiivering x type of products, with x revenues: win- 
nice, more awards than we can accept . . . " Y o ~ r  bus& 
ness' vision, or strategy, or direction, shcr?!d be precise 
and compeikg. It should ccnvey :c ymr  team, stake- 
hciders and targeted clients fhat you've looked into t5e 
future and forged yon: piace witi5,in it. 
Your vision shwdd be ? J E ~ :  darified by t h e  to hve strat- 
egies, W3y three to five? Frankly. because. in most cases, 
any lass than three long-term strategies sigmls a s o m -  
what liaited vision, and any ncra  than five is coaf~sing 
and nore :>an pespia ma remeaberi ~ u s t  as the Iong- 
t e r r ~  straregies add 'meat' or c!arificztion to the vision, 
Direction Planning Framework 
each loog-term sixategy needs to be supported by short- 
term or near.tem annual objectives, goals, or targets, 
Whatever you do, don't let semantics get in your way. 
Sin.ply determine what you need to do this year to move 
forward on each strategy that will. ultimately take you 
towards that visicnary destination. 
"Yy 2303, we will be . . . To get there, we will be 
concentrate on: 
And, :his year, we will: x,y,z." 
The business purpose and vision are your base decision 
criteria. Each time an organizational or market shift. joks 
your world, this clear understanding of what your busi- 
ness exists to do and where you are headed enables you 
to respond decisively and effectively. No decision crite- 
ria? Ko decisions. 
It's at this point that the business plan must begin to ad- 
dress your stakeholders' "oh yeah's?" Once they've heard 
about your business line and your strategies, their eyebrows 
rise into that 'convince me you can do this' arch. The best 
defense against this type of cynicism is offense-meaning, 
show those cynics that you know year marker inside out. 
Your markets are those groups of peopie who 'buy' your 
offerings, with either their cash, their support, or their 
sponsorship. Never be misled that because you don't 
'charge' directly for your offerings you don't need to de- 
fine a target market. Businesses cannot be all things to 
all people. Attempts to do so only drain resources, mar- 
keting efforts, and value. 
Why is tile market section of tbe plan one of the make/ 
break points for investors/s:akeholders? One key to a 
business's success is its ability to z a k e  ?roducrs and ser- 
vices indispensable to client grocps. So, stakeholders know 
that if a busi~ess doesn't know the unique chamcreristics 
of the target aarke: and how its pmdccts or services wil': 
be compelling ro thrs market, then the business's chances 
of survival are slim. Stakeholders are not looking for you 
to have a huge market, They are looking for you to k ~ o w  
what your market is, its relative size. its buying or usage 
patterns for your products and services, rrends inpactlag 
tMs market, and your competitive advantage. 
This section of the plan should describe your distinct pri- 
mary and secondary target markets. The better you r;n- 
derstand who your clients are and how they work, the 
better you can customize your offerings for them* and 
the better you can c o ~ z u n i c a t e  with, build relationships 
with, and market directly to them, 
This section of the plan should: 
1. List the portfolio of offerings clearly and succinctly 
2. Show w&re these products and services fir o s  h e  tar- 
get market segments' wdar screen 
3 .  Demonstrate why these client groups will wan: tkese 
offerings, and why they'll wanr the= MORE than other 
o f  erings 
Each cf these points czn be eiaborared on in the a p p n -  
dix, as can tbe featnres, functionalirks, and benefits sf 
prcducts and services. 
t in the planning process when the busi- 
ness lays o ~ t  ~ t s  operatima1 reqcirezents. As solid as 
the =ark& sounds, and as appealing as the services seem, 
what's it going to "Lake to develop, =arkst, and deiiver 
those offerings to that market? Some of the considerations 
indude: 
financial-What operating and capital funds are seeded? 
What are the lorecasts for revense generatron? Expenses? 
Monthly/quar':erly/annca1 cash flow? 
P e ~ s ~ z p ~ w e r -  What roles and reqaislte competencies  re 
needed? Wlrat full-Qme, part-time or contract cornpfemen;~? 
-,. 
L ecknology-what software, hardware, and imnfrastructnre 
z ~ u s l  be In ?;lace? 
Log~stfes-are other types of equipment needed? Wkat 
t y p  of office or client areas should be avaiiabie? 
- ~ ?:nalIy, we get to the poizt at wkich ~ o s ;  people would 
like to star:: products and services.  most businesses ez- 
gaged in the plancing process, from an izfoxzation ser- 
vice to 2 software producer to a c  ice crean-: manufac- 
*. . %kLer7 are convinced that: 
their Susiness Bas tke best offeri~gs for their market 
and are 'the cr-m-' of the business; "Let's just get to the 
crux of the natter," they a p e ;  
* as lcng as they have these superb offerings, their busi- 
ness can't help but succeed; 
the only thing that really matters t3 siakehdders are 
the actual ~roducts  acd services. 
The result is ghat they foeas most of :heir pix: on keir  
offerings, descr5ing %ei- funct iondi~ gr~d featnres %n great 
detail. %We this offe&~g-cene.ic zeal is mdewtamiabie 
eveli, ad~iirable, it zee& to be reigned ic when writing z 
business plan, If the building blocks aren't in pglaco the 
wbole foucdation sviil collapse. There's no sease gettisg to 
?he c m  of the products and services if 5ie stakeholders 
aren't prepared to believe that them's a market and that 
5xse offerings a n  conqete w%l-Gn ?kit market. The plan 
>as to carefully pull dow*;: the layew of doubt keld by those 
cont5bueng to the planning process, acd S h e  iisCL&ning to 
or reading 51e plan by guiding &ern firough the business's 
core purpose, vision, and mazket. These initial components 
ready the belieuability of tFbe w d u c t s  and services. 
Every day you have questions 
to ans,wer. information tc 
manage. Decisions to make. 
Kipiinger Business Forecasts 
(KBF) is the oniine resource that 
provides you with the strategic 
insight and advance knowledge 
you need to keep your covpany 
cr! the path to success 
KBF is a new web-based 
business, economic, and public 
poky forecasting sewice. 
The contect is broad and 
deep. The forecasts are timely, 
accurate, and reiiabk. The 
navigation is snooth ar;d easy. 
And the data is dynamic. 
KBF reduces research time 
and provides vita; information to 
heip y o u  company stay ahead 
of the competition. 
Try KBF at no risk 
and no ccst. Go to 
Kipiifige:Forecasts.ccry:Lrial 
today for a FREE, NO- 
OBLIGATION TRiAt or 
contact Paul Vizza 
or Craig McKinnis at 
202-887-6500 for more 
information. 
Sdes 
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New Versim 2.5 
ProGuct/Se~~ice Development & Management - how will 
your offerings be developed? Enhanced? Quality assured? 
What are the delivery modes? 
Marketing- what marketing channels will be most ef- 
fective? What positioning will you take? 
Customer szpporf & retention-How will customer rela- 
tionships be developed and maintained? 
Do you answer these, and more, questions during the 
planning process? Yes. Do you provide the answers in the 
business plan? Xo. The pIan certainly needs to illustrate 
that these issues have been dealt with, and should give 
high-level answers, with additional details in the appen- 
dix. Stakeholders will test the numbers-How much? Haw 
many? And why? To answer those questions the business 
must grapple all the underlying questions and possibili- 
ties. This is just part of the planning homework, and, as 
we all learned throughout our education, we won't pass 
the test if we haven't done our homework. 
The actual look and feel of the final documented plan, 
and its presentation to key stakeholders, depends on the 
organiza'Lion's culture. It may range from a Powerpoint 
discussion to a spiral-bound report or both. Some typical 
layouts for business plans are: 
Sample #$: 
Executive Summary 
Purpose & Strategies 
Client Groups 
Portfolio of Services 
Budget: Capital & Operating 
Personpower 
Appendices 
Sample #2: 
Summary 
The Business: Background & Management 
The Oppcnrmity: Market & Services 
The Requirements: Development, People & Finances 
Basic rules of thumb, however, are to always, no matter 
what: Document the plan, either in points or full-fledged 
prose. Nothing sparks discussion nor probes people's un- 
derstanding faster than the written word. Plus, your team 
has reached some critical decisions. These need to be 
validated and put into effect. 
Write an executive summary and communicate it. The 
summary provides the key points for stakeholders, team 
members and all involved. These need to be conveyed 
and consuited regularly. Haw can a business get where it 
wants tc go if it doesn't refer to the roadmap it's just 
invesred in? The details are important, but not everyone 
needs to be mired in them. Keep them in the appen8ix. 
Involve key stakeholders throughout the process. ho  one 
likes surprises-not you, and not them. Inform them that 
you're undertaking the process and invite their input and 
participation. The more involve6 senior management is 
in the process, the more you can ensure that your strate- 
gies are aligned with their's, and the more understand- 
ing they have of your contribution, operations and direc- 
tions. If, for whatever reason, they can't participate, then 
run drafts of your business plan components by ?hem as 
you move through the process. If they object to some of 
the decisions your team is making, it's better to find this 
cut earlier while they are in the draft stage, than later. 
Engage all or as much of your whole team as possible in 
the process. Not only will this enhance everyone's knowl- 
edge of the process, it's an ideal way of tapping into 
everyone's insights and 'getting everyone on the same page.' 
People contribute most effectively to a business when they 
feel that they are a valued part of that business. 
Ultimately, a business plan is the acid test used by key stake- 
holders to determine if the entity really does have a viable 
business, and if those in charge can actaallp run it. Just by 
undertaking the process an information service or informa- 
tion center demonstrates that they are quite capable of op- 
erating a growing, vital business that is in complete control 
of irs market position, strategies =l?d destiny. @ 
. . 
a region$ cater for retaiiing and heak o m  sewkes, an! vrith r.ew moili-use office 
deve!opme~ts and City facilities being con.%:octed, k t :  fkt'nre is sxtremely promising. \lie 
carmtiy hzi% ar; excelien? opportunity b r  an experiexed, wil-organized Assistant Liaraiy 
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and operationzi acBvilies; help manage app?oxima!ele$2~3 fuii-time empiogeea in four divisions; 
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Closing Date far oppIiati:ns cnd 
resume:: December 22,2050; Find 
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CONTRIBZhTORS: Lisa Guedea Carreiio {LGC), library 
director, Goshen College, Jeffrey Cufaude OC), princi- 
pal, like minded people, Andrew Gazzale (AG), director, 
New York Business Information Center, Arthur Andersen, 
and Renee Massoud (RM) , director, research strategies, 
KPMG. 
18: How can infomation professionals think creatively 
about soUaboration? 
JC: Wx starters, I think information professionals can be 
more creative in thinking about a wide variety of indi- 
viduals and organizations as possible partners. [Leading 
management author] Tom Peters has taken recently to 
admonishing his audiences to "find a few fellow freaks" 
with w h o a  to start the revolution. 
Information professionals would be wise to seek coliabo- 
rations with the "unusual" suspects rather than the tradi- 
tional castof characters. Taking this approach will re- 
quire more upfront time learning about each other's i n  
dividual preferences, organizational culture, resources, 
potential ccntributions to the collaboration and so forth. 
However, this effort is 1ikeJ.y to yield some poten~iaily 
powerful results that otherwise might not occur. 
KM: I find that most creative thinking occurs when oga-  
nizations and individuals look outside of their own in- 
dustries or areas of interest. If you look at organizations 
that, are comidered "best-in-class," it usually begins with 
things they learned about processes in different organi- 
zations. Even though two organizations might be very 
different in important ways, they likely still share certain 
underlying processes and can learn from each other. In 
our organization, for example, we have csed technology 
tools commonly used in IT for remote training of our 
research staff on applications and research methods. At 
the erid of the day, we are using the same tools, just ap- 
plying them in different ways, which is what challenges 
us to think "out of the box." 
LGC: We should keep in mind that the library or infor- 
mation center is not the center of the universe for anyone 
else but our staff members and us. Therefore, we have to 
find out what is important to people on their terms and 
within their "universe." Then we have to think about what 
resources, skills, insights, and abilities we have that can 
support, enhance, and advance these priorities in nea-  
surabk and visible ways. 
We also must be willing to evaluate whether a potential 
coilaboration is a two-way street or just more of the same 
"we'll. serve you regardiess" thing, that is, we have to 
make sure that we're getting something usefui out af the 
coiiaboration as well. This shouldn't sound calculating. 
Getting something "useful" out of a collaborative rela- 
tionship can be defined in a number of ways, and we 
must define what that utility is for us. 
AG: In order for information professionals to think cre- 
atively about collaboration we need to stop thinking like 
information professionals. Instead we should step back 
and think like the customers that we are hoping to serve. 
Rather than staying in the information center network- 
ing with one another, information professionals should 
be "walking the walk and talking the talk" with clients, 
so we can gain greater insight into the possibilities that 
exist in our organizations. This idea may sound unortho- 
dox for some, but it is essential if we are to forge strong, 
long-term relationships with our customers. 
We need to get out into our organizations, speak to people, 
and form strategic alliances with key individuais so we 
can learn the key areas in which we need to concentrate 
our efforts. Volunteering for a project or serving on an 
internal committee are excellent ways to meet people 
within your organization with whom you might not oth- 
erwise come in contact. So if you're going to pile some- 
thing extra on your already overfiowing plate, don't waste 
the "calories" on something that will not deiiver in the 
long run. By developing close relationships, we can cre- 
ate customized services for our clients that a&dress their 
specific needs. It is very important to realize that, like 
most things in life, when it comes to providing informa- 
tion services "one size does not fit all." 
iO: What does powe~fizl client service look Eke? 
LGC: It's when people actually look forward to working 
with you. It's when the client knows that she will come 
away from the interaction with something useful, appli- 
cable, interesting, and timely because it's never been any 
different with regard to your services. 
AG: Powerful client service is a two way street, a win-win 
situation that ultimately benefits both sides. Communica- 
tion is the key to providing powerful client service, and 
continuous dialogue and feedback in both directions is 
essential. In order to provide powerfrrl ciient service, in- 
formation professionals need be both responsive and pro- 
active, not only responding to but aiso anticipating our 
clients' needs. Client service is an intangible but the re- 
sults of providing powerful client service can be tangible 
from the perspective of both the ciient and the informa- 
tion professional. By providing our clients with the cus- 
tomized, value-added services and resources they need, 
and by striving to exceed expectations whenever possible, 
we can significantly increase our own productivity and 
also contribute to the bottom line of our organizations. 
JC: I think that "powerful client service" leaves a cus- 
tomer with an expanded capacity to do more, to do it 
better, and to do it more efficient!y in the futwe. It goes 
beyond any specific project or program as ihe individsal 
or organization providing the service looks for opportu- 
nities to help build the capacity of the client. And while 
it is difficxlt to describe iz tangible :errr,s, powerhi cii- 
ent service reflects relationships in which services are 
deiivered not becanse the provider is paid to or expected 
to, b ~ t  because rhere is a gecuine commitment to and 
concern for the client and her efforts. 
RM: Powerful client service is nat about doing a job, but 
about contribrrfing to outcomes in the best possible fash- 
ion. I f  is ensuring that everyone in %he organiza~ion who 
is in?eractfng with ciients u~derstands the vision and 
values of the organizatic~, and that they live tkem anti 
carry them out. It means providing feedback throughoxt 
the organizations lo ensare that processes within the or- 
ganization are working properly. 1% Is also important that 
the clients nnderstand the vision axd. deliverables of 122 
service provider. Tkis ensures that everyom recognizes 
the scope of service and helps set appropriate expecta- 
tions. Once expectations are agreed upon, it is easy to 
begin building robust partcerships with year clients, 
%@: Well, this azswer is probably heresy since "icdispens- 
able partnewhips" is the SES 20Ci theme, 5ui I question 
whether any partnership s&ould he or is meant to be "in- 
dispensable." The t e r n  str6'wes me as a bit too Sar along 
the path to monopolistic reIationsheps. It implies that I 
can'? achieve my goals without yo'cl perfonzing certain 
responsi'iilitks. The pa&ership spirit :hat I think is most 
important to capture is not that t-yi?e of dependency. 
What ,t find nore  ccmpelling is aE iriea of p a ~ t n e r s h i ~  
that says that while 1 can accomplish my goals without 
your ccntribrrtions, doing so will ~ o t  be neariy as enjoy- 
able, -will. produce outcomes that fall short of what is 
possible and desirable, and wi31 rssuit in less learning 
and growth in our own organization Secause we sinpiy 
did the work by ourselves. 
RM: Az: indispensable partnership means continualiy 
looking for new challenges and transforming the= into 
opportxnl;ies. The closer you are re your partser, the 
better chance you have of identifying improvements, ex- 
tensicns of existing service, or even altogether new ser- 
vice possibilities. Pafinerships are not Sui3 in a day, how- 
ever. Rather> they cone from delivering consistently pew- 
eri.aI client service over rime, which is a trust bniIding 
process. The client must understand who you are, what 
you do, and nus t  be confident he can cam% on yor;. ir 
means neeting deadlines and thinking creatively about 
how to salve problems or answer questions, even cn 
things that fall cuhide your area. This kind sf service 
mnsr appear seamless and, wken it is done rigkt, is ex- 
tremeiy rewarding for everyone involved. 
LGC: 1t takes a wiili~gness to share 50th the cost and t%e 
gloAqr of joint, initiatives. It requires being able to answer 
the age-old questicn "whaq'^ 4 it fo: me?" evez before it's 
a sk&.  It tzkes enthusiasnr ai'ld bomdkss energy. It takes 
bang able to approach professionais in other disciplines 
or departments as a peer and a "piayer," yer having enough 
tact a d  sincerity to diifi~se the i~eaii~ible turf batties ?ha: 
frequently come up in organ:zations today. 
AG: In my view, it takes imagination, c-re&ivi*Ly, and, per- 
haps most importantly, ZeSbMty. In order to create indis- 
pensabie ~ a r t ~ e r s h p s ,  we need to tkink beyon6 the bound- 
aries of our own profession and stretch so we can identify 
innovative ways ro leverage our e x ~ e d s e .  We need 80 break 
out of rhe mold and go ont o r  a limb. -We must choose 
wiselyi, and be prepared to support our points of view with 
soucd business reasoning. We must do oar k o ~ e w o r k  338 
be ready to substantiate what we say by citing m-iays in 
wXch we can provide the services necessary to contribute 
significantly to organizafion-wide success. 
We also need to market the fact %ha: our services are not 
'kcff the shelf," bnt rather customized services that are 
deslgned lo sasisfy o m  clients' nniqw research and re 
iafed needs, We cannot cperate in a vacuum; we must 
rmet with our clients often to brainstorm how services 
nzay need to be changed acd improved. Regardless of 
how much time and &or: we pct into deszgning an& 
impiemecllng ":he services thzt we offer, these services 
are only vairrable :f they address :he parkuiar needs of 
our customers. So, we z~ras"rake the spportuni", to pick 
their brains and solid: feecibacir oftec. We ~ u s t  also re- 
=ember tkat no =atter how successirrl the partnersh~p. 
there is always raox for improveiell?,en:. Tknly successPal 
partnership rezain dynamic and. evclve. 
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owns a copyright work? The 
easy answer is found in the statute 
itself-the author owns the copyright. 
But who is the author? Who else has 
a claim of omerskip in a copyright? 
Ownership may be held by the origi- 
nal author, jointly held by two or 
more co-authors, claimed by the 
author's employer or by a publisher. 
The copyright clause of the US. Con- 
stitution enables Congress to enact 
legislation that promotes learning by 
ensuring to authors the exclusive 
rights to their writings. So, copyright 
law is grounded in the idea ;hat the 
author sheuld reap the benefits from 
exploiting the work she developed. 
This is a very attracrive outcome- 
rewareing the author who produces 
the copyrighted work. 
Public acceptance of the work dic- 
tates how much monetary reward 
the author wiii receive. Thus, ro- 
mance writers may earn consider- 
ably more income from their novels 
than a serfous Keats scholar earns 
from his scholarly writings. Ro- 
mance novels often are sold in both 
hard'lack and then paperback edi- 
tions; further, they may be marketed 
as a book on tape. Very lucrative 
movie contracts are also ofte n avail- 
able for romance novels that are then 
converted into television movies of 
+he week, i.e., derivative works. The 
author eaws additional income by 
transferring the movie rights to the 
motion picture studio and may re- 
ceive residuals each time the movie 
plays on broadcast or cable televi- 
sion. Viewers who see the made-for- 
television movie may then want to 
purchase a copy of the novel to read. 
Contrast this with the serious Keats 
scholar who may produce either a 
scholarly journal article or a mono- 
graph which likely will have many 
fewer readers than the romance 
novei. There are no paperback ver- 
sions, books on tape or motion pic- 
ture scripts developed from this 
work. But whatever monetary or 
reputational rewards the scholarly 
writing generates ought to belong to 
the author. 
If there are multiple authors and the 
copyright is jointly owned, each au- 
thor owns the entire work. The diffi- 
culties caused by joint ownership are 
especially acute for users who seek 
permission to use a jointly held copy- 
right work. Although each owner 
may alienate L?e work but must share 
any income that the transfer of the 
work generates, often joint authors 
will require a user to obtain permis- 
sion from each of them. 
For both individual and joint au- 
thors, ownership of the copyright 
may be illusory at best. In order to 
get most scholarly articles published, 
one is forced to transfer the copy- 
right to the publisher. In fact, often 
publishers require transfer of the 
entire copyright when, in reality, all 
the publisher needs is the right to 
reproduce and distribute the article 
by publishing it in a journal issue, 
and to be able to include it in future 
publications efforts such as elec- 
tronic pubiishing. To be effective, 
transfers must be in writing. 
But what happens when the author 
is an employee of a company, a uni- 
versity or a federal government 
agency? Each of &ese types of au- 
thors is treated differently. A "work 
for hire" under the Copyright Act is 
defined as one prepared by an em- 
ployee within the scope of his em- 
ployment. The copyright in a "work 
for hire" then belongs to the employer 
and not to the individual author. This 
provision governs corporate enploy- 
ees, and often this is directly stated 
in employment contracts or corporate 
employment policies. 
Federal government employees may 
not own the copyright in works pro- 
duced within the scope of their em- 
ployment, but for different reasons. 
Under Section 105 of the Copyright 
Act, works produced by the federal 
government are not eligible for copy- 
right protection. Thus, a work de- 
veloped by a federal employee either 
on the job or within the scope of 
employment is copyright fke. On the 
other hand, if a federal employee 
writes a novei in the evening on her 
own time, these works may be copy- 
righted and owned by the author. 
It appears that many federal employ- 
ees are unaware that they do not 
hold the copyright, and they fre- 
quently sign forms purporting to 
transfer the copyright to a publisher. 
When the article is published in a 
journal issue, often at the bottom of 
the first page of the article there is a 
statement that the article is copyright 
free because of the employment sta- 
tus of the federal employee. How- 
ever, when rhe publisher places 
copyright notice on the journal is- 
sue, it seldom states that the notice 
does not apply to the included ar- 
ticles written by federal employees. 
Faculty authors, on the other hand, 
almost always own the copyrights in 
works they produce. While there is 
a strong argument that faculty-gen- 
erated scholarly works are works for 
hire, by tradition, however, univer- 
sities have not claimed rights in fac- 
ulty produced copyrighted works. 
There are several possible explana- 
tions for this tradition. First, except 
for a few best selling textbooks, nov- 
els and software, most faculty-pro- 
duced works generate no income. In 
fact, in some disciplines, the author 
may have to pay page charges i~ or- 
der to get the work published. Sec- 
ond, permitting the author to hold 
the copysight is often reward for kc- 
ulty in lieu of higher salaries. Thirdl 
these works ohen are not very mar- 
ketable and appeal oniy to a very 
small group of scholars. 
Of course, this may be changing in 
the digital environment. Especially 
with the advent of online courses, 
the institution now has rwo interests: 
the right to continue tc use the 
online cserrse even if the faculty 
member leaves the university and 
the right to sham in any 7oyal';ies that 
comrnerciakzing the course gener- 
ates. Usually the key is the amount 
of ressurces that the university has 
in\~ested to develop the course. All 
over the world "ie issue of Bcrrlty 
ownership of nontraditional works 
is being discussed.  many inadrutions 
of higher learning are revising their 
copyright policies to encompass in- 
stitutional rights to use these works, 
own the rights or share any ireone 
that the work generates. 
The digital e~vi ronment  creates 
some additional concerns abozlt au- 
thorship. In the ailalog worid ir was 
easy ro determine when a work was 
finished. Wnenever ex work is  con^ 
pleted, each artist who added paint 
to the canvas is an author. In other 
works, there is a pcint at which it is 
clear &at the work is com$zed, aad 
?hen it is relatively easy to deternine 
who were the authors, Digital works 
eonplicate this deta-r~~ination si ce 
the online mystery novel may cox- 
tirue 'lo be edited, expanded, an$ 
changed by a variety of authors. At 
what point is arrthorsi.,ip Pied3 This 
is a marter of sone concern since 
determining when the work passes 
into the public domain is triggered 
by the d ~ i h  date of the author. 
Works are protected for life of the 
author pius 70 years. In the ease of 
nultipie authors, it is the life of tce 
last living author tkat starts the mn- 
ning of the 7% year term. Huge 
groups of authors -&o contribute to 
seqnentlai works suck as an on-go- 
ing xysterpr novel on the we$ or a 
~ainting to which vafions &sts ccn- 
tr%ute over time wBi complicate the 
debemination of the mnring of the 
copyright term. 
Au'iiorship is a critical issue in cspy- 
right now coxyiimted by techilcl- 
ogy and the digital age, And yet, the 
constitrational clause its& focuses on 
authors. 
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Over the   past five years, the Finance 
Committee has developed and re- 
fined a long-range financizl plan to 
ensure the long-term financial sta- 
bility of the association. The plan is 
fully s-spposted by a myriad of facts 
and figures as presented in recent 
P/loney Matters columns. The long- 
range financial plan is the 
association's ongoing five-year plan 
to iuiM irs strategic objectives and 
to provide cutting-edge programs 
and services to its members at af- 
fordable rates, while maintaining a 
sound fiscal position. As demon- 
strated in :he association's curreect 
five-year financial. forecast, without 
an i n n w  of additional net income, 
the association wouid run in a defi- 
cit position as early as 2003. Con- 
sidering ?he program philosophies 
and program plans for FY 2001, this 
amount could increase to more than 
one-quarter million dollars by FY 
20G4. 
Over the past few years, the associa- 
tion has made significant gains in 
the foilowing areas due to the imple- 
mentation of the long-range finan- 
cial pian: promodng the value of the 
profession; providing significant new 
Beaming opportunities; providing 
access to many leading speakers, 
authors, and insimctors; developing 
'he virtual associatjon and electronic 
comme-rse; and positioning the as- 
sociation as the leader in global in- 
formation policy. We need to be 
fiscaliy responsible and plan for the 
eonlinued successes in program de- 
velopment and new activities 
through the long-range financial 
planning process. 
The Finance Committee has devel- 
oped and revised the financial plan 
to support the goals and objectives 
of the association. The development 
and revision of this plan has been 
very logical and objective. The com- 
mittee has balanced the priorities of 
the association with the related fi- 
nancial implications and abilities of 
the association. Throughout the de- 
velopment and revision of the finan- 
cial plan, the committee's goal 
remained the assaciatisn's ability to 
fulfill its strategic objectives and to 
provide cutting-edge programs and 
services to its members at affordable 
rates, while maintaining a sound fis- 
cal position. 
Without a strong financial base, this 
goal is not attainable. The 
committee's position with regard to 
defining a strong financial base in- 
cludes incorporating excess funds 
into the annual planning process to 
provide for developing new activi- 
ties and  stimulating program 
growth. The committee has estab- 
lished five percent as a conserva- 
tive benchmark for defining and 
recognizing operational residual 
earnings. From past experience, it 
is known that the funding of new 
activities and program enhance- 
ments is a costly proposition-typi- 
cally a minimum investment of 
several hundred thousand dollars. 
In addition, the tax and regulatory 
activity surrounding the not-for- 
profit industry is increasing at an 
unprecedented rate. Therefore, 
many of the association's tax advan- 
tages are in constant question. This 
is a situation with the potential to 
erode our reserves and inccme-pro- 
ducing abilities should any current 
benefits be lost or diminished. This 
is why fiscal responsibMry/plan- 
ning is so ve,T important. The com- 
mittee seeks to protect what the 
members and leaders have vrrorked 
so hard to develop over the past 
90 +- years. 
In creating the pkn ,  the Finance 
Committee estabIished the follow- 
ing principles to guide their deci- 
sions and plans for long-terrz 
financial stability: (11 In order 2 0  
provide for prudent, consistent, and 
regular financial growth the Fi- 
nance Comzxittee has given the 
highest priority to options that sup- 
port the long-term, ongoing impact 
as opposed to a short-term, one-time 
financial correction. (2.) The stra- 
tegic plan and the established pri- 
orities have been given fuZ 
consideration. (3 ~) Matters which 
protect or affect the association's 
investments and solvency have been 
given full consideration. (4.1 %he 
Finance Committee considered the 
long-term versus short-term expe- 
diency of all matters under consid- 
eration. The long-terr: financial 
goals and the strategic plan have 
been viewed in tandem, (5.: The 
Executive Director's objectives, as 
determined by the Board of Direc- 
tors annuallyl, have been given full 
consideration in all ~~a t t e l - s  under 
consideration. (6 . )  -Matters wMch 
protect § W s  dues/non-dues ratis 
have been given full consideration. 
During STLA'$ tax examination of the 
19% books and records, §LA was 
warned that if operates too much 
like a commerciai operation. The 
IRS agent suggested that %LA look 
for a greater balance of member 
support to protect its tax exenrpt 
status. (7.3 The Finance Goamittee 
has established five percent as a 
conservative benchmark for defin- 
ing and recognizirrg operational re- 
sidual earnings. On an $8 million 
budget, this  would relate to 
$400,008 of residual earaings. This 
benchr@,ark allows for the adequate, 
ongoing funding of contingencies 
{such as C?e 1R.S tax increases and as- 
sess;nents); progra~n; development, 
and technological advancements. 
In updating -&e financial plan the Fi- 
nance Com~i t tee  reviewed an ex- 
haastive set of o)tions which 
included both expense reductions and 
increased kcome. The committee 
spent considerable time bdancislg ?he 
various options in reladion to S M s  
dues versus aon-dues income ratio 
with f i n h g s  fmm =embership sur- 
veys and +he 1% examhation. The 
committee reduced expenditures 
where strategic priorides were not 
jeopdized. Tfie cornlittee, in e x a ~  
iraing a2 options, sought to nmow 
the gap in the dues/nsn-dues ratio. 
M e r  extensive analysis, the Finance 
Committee developed rhe specific 
recommendarions of its long-term 
iinandal @an. The itexis w5ich kiave 
been selected by the Finance Com- 
mittee as viable options for iong- 
term hcome grow& and stability are 
expected to yieid an overaIL addi- 
tionai income for each of tile next 
five years. For si~pliclty, the corn- 
mittee did nor specifically foms be- 
yond the five year period, although 
the opticns slated are expected to 
positively impact rhe yeaw 'beyond 
2004. The plan includes 50th dues 
and non-dues inecirre and both 
m e d e r  and non-rneaber pxticipa- 
Son. -Most iaportanfiy, the plan ben- 
efits and supports the members of 
the association, as the long-range 
financial plan allows for increased 
funding in the zreas which the mem- 
bers have deemed important to :heir 
professional interests and griwth: 
Competency: Ensuring ti'lat SLA 
members have opportunities to de- 
velop their professional competm- 
cies and skills ~hrough dynamic, 
continuous iem%ng, experience> azcd 
knowledge oppoamities. 
Value of tke Profession: Narrowing 
the gap between the value or' the 
informxition professional and the 
perceived value of information pro- 
fessionals among decision-makers 
through the active promotion of and 
access so the profession. 
Virtual Association: 3u'tEiizin.g tech- 
nology whereby all r,embers have 
access to the Association's products 
and services globallyr, eqsit~bly, and 
con~nucdsly. 
MemSer Benefirs: Providing cutting- 
edge products and services to S W s  
members. 
The long-range financial plan will: 
9 Give the associarion a stronger 3- 
nanciai base with which to con- 
tinue providing quality products 
an& se9vices. 
s P:ovide adequate resources to fur- 
ther develop and implemens the 
goals and objectives of the Strate- 
gic Plan. 
Slapport association aaits through 
grearer fznding aad services ro 
carry sut their own visions fm "e 
future (the unit allotmats will 
increase in direct proportion to +&e 
dues snd fees increase]. 
* Allow for menr,bersi.,ip growth 
while incurring a proporrionately 
smaller cost per membe~, or dcfi- 
cit, to recoup. 
Enszre 3 consistent level of qual- 
ity service to rhe me~:bership. 
The associarion bas denonstrated 
its commitrcent to Escai soundness 
by fuifi'illing its strategic objectives 
and by taking a proactive stand 02 
financial policy and practice and 
this piar, is Iivizg proof. As a resulr 
of the long-range financiai pian, the 
assoeiatisn is in a ~ u c h  betrer fi- 
aanciai position than was previ- 
ously depicted. 
For more infermat%?, 
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We are now two months removed 
from the Global 200G Conference, 
and the discussion about nexr steps 
has only begun. It's quite clear that 
'-he endeavor was worthwhile and 
that the globai library community 
nus t  focus on continued interaction 
to ensure survival and success. But 
I also reaiize that those of us who 
were there need to focus on our .im- 
pressions of the gathering and our 
thoughts on the future that were 
developed immediately after the con- 
ference. 
As I was sitting on the plane headed 
Sack to Washington froz the Gaited 
Kingdom, I was gathering my 
thoughts over the proceedings of the 
t h e  days in Brighton, I realized that 
there was a lot to process from the 
conference, but here's my stab a: it: 
I. Innovation in the profession is a 
priority. Bnsinesses, governments, 
and even aademia are now requixd 
to change quickly to meet demands 
In their respective markets. TWfth this 
tendency toward innovalion, infor- 
mation professionah also ~ . u s t  cakh 
the wave. We see innovative move- 
ments here and there, but we need 
more, we need a revoiution of inno- 
vation ideas that will reshape L4e pro- 
fession and prepare it for the 5~ture. 
2. Enhanced collaboration is badiy 
needed. While many infornation 
rofessionals are rising through the 
ranks :n their respective organiza- 
tions, this cannot yet be confused as 
being the norm. Collaborative efforts 
between and alrrong eoileagues 
woulC aid many more in reaching 
greater heights in their careers, This 
is something SLA members have 
emphasized for years but, again, we 
need =ore. Xi's time to take that col- 
laboration to the next level and Ge- 
velop new partnerships, develop new 
strategies, and make snch efforts re- 
ally pay off. 
3.  Global auiances among crganiza- 
tions must happen SOW. SLA has 
-. 
=ade a habit-mxe than nxst  Ir- 
bray  oorganizations-of mainraining 
ries with sister organizations around 
the worid. Those relationships now 
3us t  be strengthened into partner- 
ships, whereby tangible results are 
pmduced that makes everyone in the 
profession sit up and take notice. 
Global 2.300 was a great sW?, and 
will Iikely lead to other endeavors. 
What happens next is critical to fu- 
ture oi tmly global alliances. 
4. SlSis future growth is dependenr 
on the cievel3ping nations. Let's face 
it: -he population of information pro- 
fessionals in Xonh America is not 
likely to expand rapjdiy in the next 
five years. Euro.;e and the developed 
regions cf Asia may produce mod- 
exte  opportmiries fcr membership. 
$ut the rest cf the world is where 
our opportunities for meaningful 
growth ex&. 
5. How wiii the digital djvide be 
closed so <!at deveioping nations a n  
pafiiclpate? Ah, the $50,1300 ques- 
tion. If our opporruniries do exist in 
the developing world, how do we 
buiid relatkmships wit% information 
professionals jn those regions with- 
ont sacrificing our financial srabil- 
ity? Even more inrrigufng is the 
westion of how our colleagues in 
other parts of the world will enter 
the marker for tke products and ser- 
vices from Cqe infomation indusLx 
that those in rhe developed worlg 
now use everyday? Will the =ark& 
come to them, or will -&ej7 be forced 
to wait until &ey can carch up to t$e 
rest of us. The c m  of Phis quesrion 
lies in another question: hew badly 
does tke information pl-ofession a ~ d  
the infomatbn industrqr T ~ ~ ' i , t  to glo- 
balize the iziomaticn revciutioal 
The t-wenty-three delegates at Globai 
23.30 who received fellowships to at- 
tend the conference were the hture 
of SLrh and t l ~ e  inf~mation profes- 
sioe. Others in akendance c d d  see 
quite clearly &a: these people find 
the services and networking oppor- 
tuni3es within Sl-4 to Se cfitical to 
their furure ssccess. They wili ezjoy 
the benefits of memberssp for the 
next year, and 1 am eezain that they 
WE gain more  fro^^ the experience 
than many wbo have been i,mem5e~s 
for years. But what will happen to 
these newly minted mexibers once 
their one-year membership lapses? 
It's quite likely that 'Aey w2l nor be 
able to afford :6?e cosr of &es, much 
Iess 5Ie cost to attend or pariicipate 
in Stin events or activities. Aid the 
rest of &e dewioping world sjmpa- 
Ciizes witk then. 
Ciearly, SLA nus t  survive on dues 
revenue, and it kas done so for 9'1 
years i~arith a significast Ievel of 
growth. So there is clearly a rub in 
terms of generating :nchsiveness 
while keeping rhe association a2oat. 
Where do we go fmr: here? See point 
nnaber one il50ve: innovative ideas 
will move us forward in developing 
access for the profession where §LA 
has rarely ventured. 
We craft it into something useful. 
Of ccurse, you could gather regulatory infomation on your electronic newsletrers keep you idor-med of cha~ges before 
cwn.. . z-,d §pep-d hours poring mer website after websi-Le. they take effect. Aqd we can even put your rnaxds  and data 
bstead, XegSca~~% does fie hunting a ~ d  gatherb-g for ycu. online for easy u~dating, co,nparisor.s, 2nd distribztion. So 
We provide extensive coverage of Che most current state, you'll have everyttung in. one instmtly accessible, c o n ~ ~ ~ o u s l y  
federal, a d  ixterrmtional regulations avalable - then currefit format. Effortlessly. Contact RegScm. at 1-8GO-734-7226 
package it so you cap. instantly fin6 what your company ext. 1415 or www.regscan.com, or e-mail info@regscan.com - 
needs to stay in compliar,ce. E-mails, summaries, and and find. out how useful we can be. 
Scan. 
Regscan' is a trademark of Regscan, h c .  02000 Regscan, Inc. 
Do your 3ibrary patrons wish thcg had the latest te~hnologieal ded~prnesnt 
information and data at their fingertips? IT they warat around-the-cfd access to 
a coqrebensi: conectioas of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences, 
then your institution sneeds a subscription to the A @ %  Di gitad Library! 
Academic Insti tntions,  please contact:  Corporations and Cornsortla, please  contact:  
AC,M Member  S e r v i c e s  DL Coordinator 
a-mail:  a~mhelp@hacm.org s-mail: dl-info@acm.arg 
phone: + 1-2 12-626-0500 phone: G-1-212-626-0528 
fax: 1 1 - 2 1 2 - 9 4 4 - 1 3 1 8  fax: + I - 2 2 2 - 8 4 4 - 2 3 1 8  
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Looking Forward 
At +his dime last year, I was conclud- 
ing my tenure at one of Washington's 
leading associations while preparing 
to join the staff of another. It was an 
exciting tme,  one filled with both 
anticipation and apprehension. I 
knew that we would face important 
challenges at §LA and that the en- 
tire information profession would 
observe our efforts with considerable 
interest. And so, as I approach my 
one-year anniversary with the asso- 
ciation and reflect on my time here, 
1 can say that our team is pleased by 
the progress we have made, yet 
keenly aware of the great distance 
we stili have to travel to achieve our 
vision of helping information profes- 
sionals Secome indispensable 
through learning. 
This column, however, is not really 
about me or about the wonderful 
people with whom I work at SLA's 
International Headquarters. It's ac- 
tually about you, the information 
professional we are trying to serve 
everyday. We are so pieased to be 
working with you, partnering with 
you to create a remarkable future for 
you and for information profession- 
als a l  around the world. The new 
opportunities found in new ways of 
doicg business offer exciting path- 
ways for information professionals 
to explore. Of course, like any on- 
going journey, this exploration is not 
without risk. Hut we ail know that 
it is frequently necessary to take a 
risk in order to enjoy the reward. 
From the very beginning of this cal- 
endar year, SEA'S Strategic Learning 
and Developaent Center [SLDC) 
imbued SLA's learning and develop- 
ment activities with a fresh and in- 
vigorating new approach. We made 
a purposefu'! shifl from "professional 
development" to "strategic learning" 
because we believe that all learning 
is personal, and can effect positive 
change amocg individuals and 
groups, and within organizations, 
communities, and society. Our mis- 
sion is to help you and all informa- 
tion professionais become more 
capable learners, more capable pro- 
fessionals and more capable people. 
We do this not only to help you stay 
current, but to help you create your 
most desired future. It is hard but, 
as Tom Hanks says in the movie, A 
Lesrgire of Tkeir 0-wn, when talking 
about baseball, "It's supposed to be 
hard. If it wasn't hard, everyone 
would do it. It's the hard that makes 
it great." We agree. 
Even as we look Sack, though, we 
must also look forward to a brand 
new year. The year 2001 holds the 
promise of great excitement for all 
of us who care about learning. 
Within the first six months of 2001, 
SEDC will present four new or re- 
designed "residence learning" expe- 
riences: the Strategic Learning 
Symposium {SLS 2001), the MLS 
Renewal for Specla1 Librarians, the 
Knowledge Champions Institute 
(KCI), and the Management Devel- 
opment Institute (MDI) . Naturally, 
we'll have a variety of exciting CE 
courses from which you will be able 
to select during SLA' s 2001 Annual 
Conference in %an Antonio. As we 
go deeper into the year, you'll learn 
more about the SLA Technology Fo- 
rum (SLATech 2001). We'll also of- 
fer new distance learning 
experiences that will build on the 
tremendous success of the 2000 Vir- 
tual Seminar Ser:es, which began 
last June and wraps up this month. 
The Virtual Seminar Series will re- 
turn in June 2001, prepared to de- 
liver fresh new ideas drawn from the 
pages of I~fomat ion  Outlook. All in 
all, 2001 looks as if it will be a true 
learning odyssey for all of usi 
The holiday season is always a 
wonderful time to thank the people 
who mean the nost .  In that spirit, 
I want to say thank you to Corvie 
Carrington and the SLDC team for 
their continuing commitment to 
realizing our vision. My thanks 
also go to the entire SLA staff- 
particularly the staff of Information 
Outlook-for its support of our new 
direction, and for the lengths to 
which every staff member goes 
each day to achieve excellence. I 
am equally appreciative of the sup- 
port, advice, and guidance we have 
received from SLA's Professional 
Development Committee, led by its 
chairman Bob Bellanti, and from 
SLA's volunteer leaders around the 
world. But most of all, I want to 
thank you, SLA's members, for 
your willingness to take a fresh 
look at the work we are doing and 
for joining with us in pursuit of a 
common vision. We greatly value 
the opportunities we have had to 
talk with you, to get to know you, 
and to share in your hopes and con- 
cerns for the future. We look for- 
ward to doing more of the same in 
the coming year. 
For more information, 
contact Jeff De Cagna 
Uaff@sla.org) 
decembex 2000 
inde 
a SLD@/ Hnfovrntlt'hn Orctiook 
2300 Virtcai Seminar Series 
"Crerting KnowIedge-Shakq 
Systems" 
Cecembe? 5, 230C e 2 pm-3:3o 
pri 
Ac-phere ~ I G  the world: 
Register oniinf st ht$s:// 
.~ww.km.cor./regonIirze/ 
sIavcreps.esf/sia5779-G 
January 2001 
@ S t A  Wiaxr Hee;fnz 
http://www.sIa.org/cori 
Januaq 25-27, 2COI 
Sauacrza", Gecrgia :,'$A 
Compnters in Libraries* 
http://www.info:~&ay.cor~/ 
ci12001/defznit.5tn 
1nfo;ma:ionToday 
March 13-3 7, 2COI 
Wzshingtcn, CG. USA 
The only library system that runs on Lotus Notes /Domino@ 
and your organizatio~i's intranet! Includes: 
A Online Cataloe, Circulation 
", 
NOW A Serials, Routing 
Enab\ed' A Research Administration 
/ ------- A 239.50client 
A Global access on ail desktops, using Kotes and web browsers 
A Integrated Knowledge Management 
iFXW Caxfcrca:t ;.Qt;O. j-favmgfznn f<;i 
r,si.pei~t$.nn* <y:,at:I~~q &ba; :,:b12:4 
of ij&p. 
The sixty-six51 IFLB, General Cocferecce 
convened in Jerusalem, Israel, A~gus? 13- 
18, 2002. AILhoug:? not as large as IFLA 
conferences held :n Europe and North 
America, a snccesshl finai registration 
nwxber of over 1,830 was reached from 
rdnetyr-three cocr.t?es. IHLA 1s intended :o 
have a global reach, and indeed rt did, wi5I 
the greatest number of attendees being lead 
by Israei, with 4% Israeli pa%cipa% at 
t9e Jerusalem Conference. These namSers 
were fo~lowed sy 265 from the USA, 2C7 
from the R ~ s s ~ a n  Fe'eCeratlon, 88 frox 
France, and 85 froE the United Kingdom. 
lusirieas P : , ~ ~ ~ ~ :  :&r.&:?,.ag:~ Fpy: {+.r~r%y;i.$, 8 
I;ILCCCS:: 
Business plms are not just for corporations, 
e~irepreneurs, co~sultants or new st&- 
ups. Business plans are critical for any 
orgarrization-libraries or i n f ~ r ~ a t i c n  
centers, con-prof3 firms, associations.- 
that was to be successW. A buskess plu; 
is a pian for C%e busixss, clarifying w5y it 
exists, who it exists for, what products and 
sewilces it provides these clieat gwps ,  how 
it intends to develop and deliver these 
prodllcts acd services, and where it is 
headed. A business plan is a roadmap for 
the organization, showing ?he destination 
it seeks, the pa31 %win follow to get there, 
the supplies reqcired to complete the 
journey. 
fjG&jic t@a,rr;ia$ Sy~~pos.inm .{5:.$ 
'SGi32) ?;,-.i.:*?$ 
Information professionals need tc: Iaow 
how &ey can create trcly '?icdispecsablen 
pari.cerships with their crrstomers, and 
work coliaborztively w<e. oganizationd 
leaders to help achieve critical strategic 
goals, But as we've gone a5out preparing 
for S M s  Strategic Learning Sy?nposiu~: 
[SLS 2001), we wondered how such 
reiationships are crafted. So, we asked some 
of o w  SLS 230: featured facik?tow of 
learning to shzre their perspectives. 1% 
thought you might appreciate a preview of 
what they'll say wheri we gather ir. 
Savannah next mon&l?! 
F6d6ration intenationaie des assochtions 
de bibiiothcicaires el d'icstituticns] s'es: 
:enu 2 Jcimsaiem (IsraC!) du 13 an : 8 aont 
2000. Siec qce le nonbre de parttcipants 
ait Cte infhierrr 2 ceiui des congrPs en 
E~sope ? en AxCdq~e du Word, ce congrPs 
a C:G courox& de succh : plus de 1 802 
perscnnes vecant de qnatre-vkgt treize 
pays s'y sont icscrit2s. Le but de I'IFL4. est 
d'atteicdre le =code eneer, et c'esi ce Gci 
s'est passe. Le pays q i i  2 eu 13 plus grade 
re.epr6senrztion ax congres de JCxsaiem 
etait Israel avec 400 pa+Scipants israCliens, 
scivi par les Etats-UrSs [265), la B&dCrat%n 
de Russie (207], ia France (88) et ie 
Royaune-Uni 185). 
p;.,;:. .$.'. v-..: , I . .  ".. 
, <&.. * ;&X<<;..<r: : C 2 ~ t ~ i i ;  m;it1Briii PGZX 
z 3 ,  .. .: :r; <; .,,,a.;c ?*> ,  ct le s:Is:;&.F. 
Les pians d'affaires ne son: pas r6servCs 
a7ux soci&s, en:repreneurs, consultacts 
ou ectreprises en dCmarrage. Les pians 
d'affaires so& critiques poa; n'imporie 
quel organisxe qci lieict 2 recssir - 
5iSIioZhPqce ou centre de docunrentarion, 
icstltlltion sans 5ct lucratif, association. 
Un pian d'affaires es? nn pian destine a 
l'enfrgprise; ii precise ponrquci elk d s t e ,  
pour qai e lk  exlste, quels prodnits et 
services e lk  fourni: 2 ces groupes de 
ciients, comnent eile a i'intention de 
mertm au point e? de fourcir ces produixs 
et s e ~ i c e s ,  et oh d3e va. Un plan rl'affaires 
est une carte roctiere destinCe 2 
l 'orga~isme ; ii montre la destin~tion 
qu'eile cherche, le chemin qu'eUe prendra 
pour y arrive: el ies fourniturea requises 
pour ter=iner le voyage. 
" - 
. & # ~ ~ ; 5 q : f ~ ~ t ; * p &  &j <,+t;:pe yLy< 
y';e~ye&,i$sac,a - t  82 ii s&atl~:c i&&?& 
~ . ~ a ~ p ~ ~  5vz;1:3d;:fi: . - - $Ld 20.2:: 
Les spi.ciSs:es de I'isfomation on', besoin 
de savoir comment iis pecvent cr6er des 
pafienariats xmiment << indispensabies n 
avec Ieurs clients et coliaborer avec les 
leaders des organismes pour aider 2 
atteindre les objectifs strategiques 
critiques. Ceci sous a conduit f icous 
demander ac ccurs de notre prgparation 
pour Ie Coltoqae de Ia §LA sur 
I'apprentissage de la s:wtCgie (SLS 2004) 
coxl;.mect ces reiaOions de travail socl 
fomees. Nms avocs dose priC quelques- 
uas de nos facilitateurs de i'apprentissage 
qai parleroct iow du SLS 2301 de partager 
leur p9ir.t de me.  Nous nions Cgalement 
pens6 que vons apprecieriez une avant- 
premiPre de ce qr;'ris direat q u a d  nous 
cocs rencirons h SavannaIt (GCorgie, 
Etats-Unis] le mojs prochain. 
. . 
';'" -..., ;. ,:..,V... - - . ~  -... '..' 
.v.*:-i>C -,+)*.' ;.'on.+- 
. :-,..,<..:. '::.,...>n..a: ..: ,.:::::. .,.-.< ,..-.. ,>>*..Ci LICC..,. 
. . c. "4. ..,..'.. ., 
<: !.<>d.SU.%::; 
Los planes eqxesa?iales nc son sok para 
empresas, e~~presar-ios, asesores c rnevos 
coner-,iaztes. Los piaes  em?res&-ides son 
criticos para cuaiqcier organizacibn- 
bibliotecas o ceatros de informacijc, 
er~presas in Enes Iucrarivcs sodedades,- 
w e  guiere ser e&csa. Uc p h i  er+res&<al 
es un plan par2 ei segocio, achrardc pcr 
qc6 existe, para quien, clr;e productos y 
sericios prcpoxiona para estos p p o s  de 
-. 
ci:en',es, como propoze desarrollar y 
distribuir estos prod'~cras y servlcios, y 
hacia docde se dirige. Uc plaz empresarfal 
as un mapa para la orgaoizzci6x, 
mcs t ra~do  eB destina que procura, e% 
ca.ninc que segnird para liegar, y ios 
abasteciriientos zxigidos para cornpiear el 
r,,-: :-, p a  .,.-,.:. :.,* ,*.,F*7 ;>: ,T.. 2 . "  ".%.. *- 
.....,A & ;, % d.z....o,%:::&%u :k .*,2a<,.:.u>+.<c " .  ::>i,2. 
2co.j 
Trafesior,ales de ia isbmaci5n necesitan 
saber conno puednr crear asociaciones 
verdader~~ente "indispensables" cor, sns 
clientes, y trabajar en colaSorad6n con jeles 
eapreszriales p z a  ayxdar a cxnpIir las 
metas estraGgicas criticzs. P2ro a medida 
qce hemos areparado para el Coloqnio 
EsZatCgico de Aprendkaje de la SLA (SLS 
22C1), nos pregn3+anos como se hmari 
taies relacioces. Asi, ie p ~ e g u n t a ~ o s  E 
algunos de nuestros facilitadores dei 
aprexdiaaje gne coxpartieran s m  
perpecrivas. ;Pecsa?ros qne k s  gus*rj,& ur; 
preestreno de 30 cce drrdn ~2 r e u n i ~ o s  ec 
Savarr& el me$ que viene! 

7 - info-mation needs bstter t h a n  ever before" For exanpie, interactive Searching Solstions 
deliver re: i ab! e information ~i t h  pinpoi st accsracy. Enterprsse Delivery So? utfons prsvide 
tailored content t o  meet the infcrmatisn nee& 3f everyone i n  your organjzatio?. And Desktcp 
benefits. 33t the true benefits cf change don't ~ a g i c a I ? y  appear 3vernight. They take tin?, 
